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James B. Kaler is Professor Emeritus of
Astronomy at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. He received his bachelor
of arts degree in astronomy from the Univer-
sity of Michigan in 1960 and his PhD from
UCLA in 1964. He has held both Fulbright

and Guggenheim Fellowships, and has been awarded medals for his work
from the University of Liége, in Belgium, and from the University of Mexico.
He currently serves on the board of directors of the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific.

Long interested in science popularization, Professor Kaler has written for a
variety of magazines that include Astronomy, Sky and Telescope, Stardate,
Scientific American, the Italian magazine l’Astronomia, and the Dutch maga-
zine Zenit. He was also a consultant for Time-Life Books on its “Voyage
Through the Universe” series, and appears frequently on various radio pro-
grams and on regional Illinois television. Professor Kaler has written several
books that include three for Cambridge University Press, two for Copernicus
Books, a pair of textbooks, and another pair for the prestigious Scientific
American Library series, one of only three scientists to have done so. His
work has been widely hailed: Stars and Their Spectra (Cambridge) was
selected by Sky and Telescope as one of the astronomy books to bring to a
desert island; Choice called Stars (Scientific American Library) “an elegantly
written book . . . recommended for general readers”; the Observatory referred
to The Ever-Changing Sky as “. . . a notable success . . . a fine book which
fills a notable gap in the literature”; Extreme Stars was the American
Association of Publishers choice for “Outstanding and Scholarly Title in
Physics and Astronomy” for 2001.

Long specializing in teaching beginning undergraduate astronomy, Professor
Kaler has been cited several times in the university’s list of excellent teachers
and has won three teaching awards from student groups. Outreach activities
include extensive lecturing to the public and to planetarium groups, and a
suite of popular and award-winning websites that include “Skylights” (a week-
ly column on what’s up in the sky at www.astro.uiuc.edu/~kaler/skylights.html)
and “Stars” (which highlights a star of the week, with labeled photographs, at
www.astro.uiuc.edu/~kaler/sow/sow.html). A planetarium show based on his
life and work (The StarGazer) is playing in small planetaria around the world.
Professor Kaler’s outreach activities were honored by the University of Illinois
with the “Campus Award for Excellence in Public Engagement” for 2003.

On a personal level, Professor Kaler is married with four children, and is
blessed with six granddaughters. He likes to cook, run, photograph the beau-
ty of the world, and play the guitar and trumpet. He is also a past president of
the board of directors of the Champaign-Urbana Symphony.

About Your Professor

James B. Kaler
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Introduction
Astronomy is among the most accessible of all sciences. At the primal
level, all one needs to do is look up. There in the daytime is a star, the
Sun, and maybe the Moon, while at night we can feast the eyes on planets
and myriads of stars, not to mention the occasional interloping meteor or
comet. At the next level, we learn the names and something of the mean-
ings of the naked-eye sights, while at the next one yet we peer through a
telescope for closer examination. At the top, we learn from others, from
those who have spent a lifetime at the astronomical trade, and begin to
explore not just the natures of astronomical sights, but how they all fit
together, how they were created, and what their fates will be. And that is
what this course is all about.

Beginning astronomy rather naturally divides itself into two broad cate-
gories: the “near space” domain of planets and related bodies, and the
“deep space” that is occupied by the stars and their assemblies, by all
those things that fit together within the Universe at large. In this course we
will focus on near space, on the Solar System, and take up the deep
space realm in the second course of this series, in which the Sun becomes
the bridge between the two.

We begin with a unifying overview of the Universe that provides a broad
context into which to place the objects of our planetary system. The course
then divides into four overlapping portions. The first explores the moving
Earth and the layout of the sky to probe the meanings of the day, the year,
the seasons, and the Earthly views of the Moon, planets, stars, and con-
stellations. In the second we examine the physical laws that control what
we see, and look at how we learn the natures of the celestial bodies. The
heart of the course then examines the planets themselves, and reveals
how they are constructed and how they differ from one another. The final
segment unifies them all and shows what we have learned of the Solar
System’s creation, which brings us again back to the beginning and what it
means to us as we look outward from our rolling Earth.
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The Suggested Readings for this lecture are Timothy Ferris’s Galaxies
and Philip Morrison, Phyllis Morrison, and the office of Charles and Ray
Eames’ (eds.) Powers of Ten: A Book About the Relative Size of Things
in the Universe and the Effect of Adding Another Zero.

Consider this . . .

1. How do planets differ from stars?

2. Are the stars we see at night all that
there are?

3. How is the Universe put together, and
what is our place in it?

Introduction

We begin with a quick, exhilarating trip, in which we look at the broad picture
of our surroundings, to place our Earth and our planetary system in context
with the Universe. Here we introduce the members of the Solar System,
examine the hierarchy of the larger structures to which we also belong, and
probe distances, distance units, and the true scale of the Universe from the
Earth to the most distant reaches of space.

Lecture 1:
We and the Universe

Portrait of the Solar System

Aside from the Sun, the planets (shining
by reflected sunlight) represent the major
bodies of our Solar System. In order from
the Sun outward, they are Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, and (arguably) Pluto.
Some would also include Earth’s Moon.
The inner four (or five) are rocky/metallic,
the outer gaseous/liquid. Pluto is
just strange.

The principal minor members of the
Solar System are the satellites of the
outer planets, asteroids (small
rocky/metallic bodies that flock between
Mars and Jupiter), and the comets, dirty
snowballs that mostly inhabit spaces far
outside the planetary system.

The central Sun, 1.4 million kilometers
(860,000 miles) across, contains most of

6

Mercury: 0.4 AU, smallest
terrestrial planet

Venus: 0.7 AU, near twin of
Earth but with thick,
hot atmosphere

Earth: 1.0 AU, largest and
wettest terrestrial planet

Mars: 1.5 AU, conditions most
like Earth, where water
once flowed

Jupiter: 5.2 AU, largest planet,
covered with cloud belts

Saturn: 9.5 AU, beautiful
ring system

Uranus: 19.2 AU, tilted on its side

Neptune: 30.1 AU, blue-green color

Pluto: 39.4 AU, smallest of all,
odd orbit

The planets are listed in order
from the Sun, their distances from

the Sun given in AU along
with a special characteristic.

Terrestrial (like Earth)
rocky/metallic

Large Jovian
gaseous/liquid

Oddball



the mass of the Solar System and pro-
vides nearly all the energy to heat the
planets. The Sun controls them in orbit
through mutual gravity, the planets
essentially solar satellites. Typical of
stars, the Sun (unlike rocky Earth) is
made of 90 percent hydrogen, 10 percent
helium, and only a smattering of every-
thing else. With a surface temperature of
6,000 Kelvin (Celsius degrees above
absolute zero [–273ºC]), it shines by the
nuclear fusion of hydrogen into helium in
its deep, extremely hot core.

Recall the poster in fourth grade with all
the planets in a line and jammed togeth-
er? They lied. The planets go around the
Sun in nearly circular orbits that spread
out dramatically. Each planet has its own
orbital period, the periods increasing dra-
matically with distance (Mercury eighty-
eight days, Pluto 248 years), so at any
given time, the planets will be found in a
more-or-less random distribution. They
never really line up.

Moreover, distances in astronomy are
typically huge compared with dimensions.
The fundamental distance unit in astrono-
my—the astronomical unit, or AU—is the
average distance between the Earth and
the Sun, and equals 150 million km (93
million miles). The Sun is 0.01 AU across,
meaning that you could line up 100 Suns
between it and the Earth. The Sun, 1.4
million km (nearly a million miles) across,
is 109 times the size of Earth, so the AU
is also ten thousand Earths wide. If the
Earth were a marble, the Sun would be a
wagon wheel a football field away. The
farthest planet, Pluto, would be a pea a
mile off.

The Solar System in the Galaxy

The stars you see at night, some eight
thousand of them, are in the broadest
sense distant “Suns.” On a dark night
they look as if you could climb a mountain
and touch them, which is one of the most
amazing of illusions. Distances are again
spectacular compared with dimensions,

POWERING THE SUN

The Sun is gaseous throughout. It
and all stars are (were, or will be)
initially powered by the process of
thermonuclear fusion in which four
atoms of hydrogen are converted to
one of helium. A helium atom
weighs 0.7 percent less than the
four hydrogen atoms that make it.
The lost mass goes into energy
according to Einstein’s famous for-
mula: E(energy) = M(mass)c2, where
c is the velocity of light. A small
amount of mass is thereby convert-
ed into a huge amount of energy.
Fusion will run only under a state of
high temperature and density, in
which atoms are jammed together.
Gravity compresses the Sun and
causes the necessary conditions, a
core temperature of 16 million Kelvin
and a density of 160 grams per
cubic centimeter, over ten times that
of lead (yet even there it is still a
gas). The fusion reactions prevent
gravity from contracting the Sun any
further. Gravity and energy genera-
tion balance each other, giving the
Sun a stable lifetime of ten billion
years. Other kinds of fusion reac-
tions take place in high-mass and in
dying stars. Stars can be defined as
bodies that are running on some
kind of fusion reaction, or that will or
have run on such reactions, allowing
forming and dead stars to qualify.

7

An x-ray image of the Sun shows great
loops of gas that are controlled and heat-
ed by solar magnetism.
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even more so than in the Solar System. The nearest star, Alpha Centauri
(visible only from southern climes), is 280,000 AU away, nearly 30 million
times the diameter of the Sun! With the Sun now a marble (and the Earth a
grain of sand), Alpha Centauri is another marble (actually two marbles very
close together, as Alpha is a double star) 280 km (170 miles) away. Such dis-
tances are typical.

Distance units should match the distances being measured. AU are inappro-
priate for the stars. More realistic is the “light year,” the distance a ray of light
travels in a year moving at the “speed of light” in a vacuum (300,000 km/s,
186,000 miles per second). With 31 million seconds in a year, the light year is
9.4 trillion km (6 trillion miles) long. Setting the speed limit of the Universe,
light would go around the Earth nearly eight times in one second, travel to the
Moon in just 1.3 seconds, from the Sun to us in but eight minutes. The Sun is
therefore eight light-minutes away from us. Pluto averages four light-hours,
while Alpha Centauri is four light years! We see the star as it was four years
ago. And that is just the closest of them. The naked-eye stars range over
tens, hundreds, even thousands of light years away, the light travelling to us
since Homer wrote The
Iliad. There is no way of
knowing what the star is
doing “now.” Indeed,
“now” has no meaning
except for us personally
as the moment when the
light strikes our eyes.
Astronomers therefore do
not concern themselves
with light travel time
except when in dealing
with the most distant
parts of the Universe.

Calling stars “distant
suns” implies that they
are all the same and simi-
lar to the Sun, which is
not close to being true.
The differences among
stellar properties are awe-
some. While some are
indeed similar to the Sun, they range in size from as small as Manhattan to
as large as the orbit of Saturn, in temperature from the hundreds of Kelvin
degrees to approaching a million, in mass from not much more than a dozen
Jupiters to one hundred times solar, in age from newly born to over 10 billion
years, in luminosity from nearly invisible to a million times solar. The Sun falls
into the middle of all these ranges, making it a paradigm for stars in general.

All these properties are the result of initial mass and the ageing process,
what astronomers call “stellar evolution.” A triumph of twentieth-century sci-
ence was the stringing together of the different kinds of stars into a coherent

The zodiacal constellation Sagittarius holds the brightest part
of the Milky Way.
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theory. We know that the Sun will die 5 billion years from now as a cooling
dense body the size of Earth, while other stars will violently explode. All the
heavy chemical elements (all heavier than hydrogen and helium) are manu-
factured in stars and spewed into the cosmos via stellar winds (strong gas
flows from stellar surfaces) and stellar explosions. The Earth is the distillate
of the ejected matter, making us quite special.

With telescopes, which collect starlight and make it brighter (allowing you to
see fainter objects), we see millions of stars. All the night’s stars and 200 bil-
lion more are part of a huge assembly called our Galaxy. Most of the
Galaxy’s stars reside in a disk-like structure 80,000 light years across. The
Sun resides in the disk about 25,000 light years from the center. On our Sun-
as-a-marble scale, the Galaxy would be 5.5 million km (3.5 million miles)
across, fifteen times the distance between here and the Moon. And that limit
encompasses only the majority of stars. Fading gradually away, the disk can
be traced much farther. Surrounding the disk is a vast, sparsely populated
halo. From Earth, we see the disk surrounding us in a broad circular band
called the Milky Way, which on a dark night appears as one of the greatest
glories the sky has to offer. The stars that make the familiar constellations are
all “local”; how blasé we quickly become.

Trillions of Galaxies

Our Galaxy—spelled with a capital “G”—is one of an uncountable number of
galaxies. The Galaxy is one of the two most prominent members of a small
cluster, the “Local Group” (our “blasé-ness increasing by leaps and bounds),
which consists of about three dozen members. The other prominent Local
Group resident, the “Andromeda Galaxy,” is similar to ours and lies two mil-
lion light years away. Yet with 400 billion stars, it is still visible to the naked
eye in the constellation Andromeda, and is the most distant thing you can see
without optical aid.

Made of billions of stars and
filled with glowing interstellar
matter, the Whirlpool Galaxy
(M51) is a flat disk into which
are embedded graceful spiral
arms that are the sites of
star birth.

© T.A. Rector and Monica Ramirez/ NOAO/AURA/NSF



In this portion of the Hubble Deep Field, hundreds of all sorts of galaxies spread to distances of
billions of light years. As we look out, we also look back in time, approaching the point at which
galaxies—even the Universe—were born.
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The local group is on the fringe of the much more massive Virgo Cluster
(named after its constellation of residence), which contains hundreds of
galaxies averaging 45 million light years away, some far more massive than
ours. More such clusters spread out as far as we can see into the distant
void, to hundreds of millions of light years, then to billions.

The Hubble Deep Field was a 100-hour exposure taken in a small patch of
sky near the Big Dipper. Within an area of only a tenth or so the angular diam-
eter of the full Moon that stretched billions of light years away, it recorded two
thousand galaxies at least vaguely similar to our own. Given enough time, we
could see perhaps a trillion galaxies from Earth.

The Expansion of the Universe and the Big Bang

The most remarkable property of the Universe is not the number of galaxies,
but its expansion, discovered by Edwin Hubble in 1929. Every galaxy in the
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Universe (rather every cluster, since
galaxies near each other can be bound
by gravity) is receding not just from us,
but from every other galaxy with a
speed directly proportional to the dis-
tances between them.

The expansion is not a movement
of galaxies through space, but, as
deduced by Einstein and others, is an
expansion of space itself in which the
galaxies are merely going along for
the ride.

The obvious conclusion from the
observed expansion is that all matter
was at one time compressed into a very
hot dense state from which it suddenly
expanded: the Big Bang. We are inside
the Big Bang watching it still happen-
ing. From the distances of distant
galaxies and their velocities of reces-
sion, we calculate an age of 13.6 billion
years, which is supported by the ages
of the oldest stars. How the “hot dense
state” arose in the first place is not known.

Big Bang theory is supported by hosts of observations that include the pre-
diction of the cooled radiation of the event and the chemical composition of
the Universe.

The result of the Big Bang and 13 billion years of star formation and stellar
evolution is our own Sun and very special planet, which is a product of the
Universe at large, and to which we now turn.

The great Virgo cluster of galaxies contains
the massive elliptical galaxies (those without
spiral arms) M84 and M86.
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1. How do the planets compare with the Sun, and what is the role of the Sun
in the Solar System?

2. How does the Sun’s planetary system differ from the Solar System?

3. How do you place the Solar System into the context of the larger Galaxy,
the Local Group, and the Universe in general?

Ferris, Timothy. Galaxies. New York: Random House, 1988.

Morrison, Philip, Phyllis Morrison, and the Office of Charles and Ray
Eames, eds. Powers of Ten: A Book About the Relative Size of Things in
the Universe and the Effect of Adding Another Zero. New York:
Freeman, 1985.

Ferris, Timothy. The Whole Shebang: A State-of-the-Universe(s) Report.
New York, Simon & Schuster, 1998.

Hawking, Stephen. The Universe in a Nutshell. New York: Bantam, 2001.

1. The Cosmic Distance Scale —
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/cosmic/cosmic.html

2. The Nine Planets: A Multimedia Tour of the Solar System —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets.html

Other Books of Interest

Review

�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Suggested Readings

Websites to Visit
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is James Kaler’s The Ever-
Changing Sky.

Consider this . . .

1. Think of yourself as an “ancient.” How could you figure out that the Earth is
a sphere and rotates on its axis?

2. Everyone is familiar with sunset and sunrise. What about the stars? Do they
rise and set too, and how do they appear to move across the sky?

3. How would the stars and sky look if you were at the north pole, at the
equator, or in the opposite hemisphere from where you live?

Introduction

We now see the spherical Earth spinning in space. To know our location and
time of day, we need the stars, even in our modern world. Here we see the
Sun and stars rise and set, see them move about the perpetual pole, and use
it to find our directions. Go outside and watch the Earth rotate for yourself by
observing the turning of the starry sphere.

Lecture 2:
Reflections of the Spinning Earth

Shape and Size

That the Earth is “round,”
a “sphere,” is common
knowledge. It has been
known to be spherical, or at
least curved, for over two
thousand years. Many are
the proofs. The horizon
looks like the edge of the
world, but as you approach
it, it recedes in front of you.
As you move one direction
on Earth, the stars move in
the other direction, but not
as they would if you were
on a flat plain, but uniform-
ly, as if you were on a
curved surface. When you
look at a distant ship at
sea, the hull is below the
horizon, beyond the Earth’s
curvature, and you see just the masts. More telling, when you look at the
Earth’s shadow projected on the Moon during a lunar eclipse, it is circular,

From a distance, the Earth (photographed here from Apollo
17 in 1972) is almost perfectly spherical.
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and the only solid whose cross section is
always a circle is a sphere. Now, of
course, we can see it from space and
even watch it turn.

In the third century BCE, Eratosthenes of
Cyrene compared the position of the Sun
in Alexandria on the first day of summer,
where it was 1/50 of a circle from over-
head, with that in Syene far to the south,
where it shone directly down a well. The
circumference of the Earth must therefore
be fifty times the distance between the two
locations. Eratosthenes got it right to with-
in about 15 percent. Columbus and all
educated people knew the Earth was
round; they just messed up its size, think-
ing it was smaller than the ancient
Alexandrian Greek had it. The modern
value for the equatorial diameter is 12,756
km (7,926 miles), making the circumfer-
ence 40,075 km (24,901 miles).

The Rotating Earth

The Earth spins with a period of a com-
mon day relative to the Sun, by definition
equal to twenty-four hours. The rotation
defines an axis, which punches through
the Earth at the north and south poles of
rotation. In between, ninety degrees from
the poles, is the circle of the equator.
There, the rotation speed is a maximum,
1,670 km (1,038 miles) per hour, while
being zero at the poles.

The poles and equator define position on
Earth. Latitude is the angle of a location
north or south of the equator, measured toward the poles. That of the equator
is 0º, the latitudes of the poles 90ºN and 90ºS. A parallel of latitude goes east
and west at a constant angle from the equator. Longitude is measured east
and west of Greenwich, England. You project a location and Greenwich onto
the equator via a north-south line and measure the angle between the two
points. Meridians of longitude run north and south. Any place on Earth is
uniquely defined by the coordinates of latitude and longitude. At sea your life
depends on knowing them.

The Sky Above

The Earth is reflected in the apparent bowl over your head called the “celes-
tial sphere.” Though it is not real, we make use of the illusion of it. Place the
Earth within an infinite sphere. The point overhead is the “zenith.” Perpen-
dicular to the zenith, where the sky meets the land, is the “horizon.” Project

THE SHAPE OF THE EARTH

While the Earth is “round,” it
is actually not quite a sphere.
Stand with your arms loose.
Start to turn, and your arms
begin to fly out from your sides.
On the whole, you are “flatten-
ing.” All rotating bodies do the
same thing. As the Earth spins,
it throws itself out slightly at its
equator, and flattens at its poles
into a figure called an “oblate
spheroid” (an American football
is the opposite, a “prolate spher-
oid”). The polar flattening is not
visible to the naked eye from
space, but is still readily
detectable. The Earth’s polar
diameter is 12,714 km (7,901
miles), while the equatorial
diameter is 12,756 km (7,926
miles), 42 km greater. More
rapidly rotating larger bodies are
more severely flattened. In the
Solar System, Saturn is the
champion, the effect easily visi-
ble. Rotational flattening is the
cause of the disk of our Galaxy
and the reason that the planets
all orbit the Sun in a thick plane,
as they were created from a
spinning disk around the
early Sun.
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the axis of the Earth in both directions: the projection through the north pole
of the Earth hits the celestial sphere at the North Celestial Pole, that through
the south pole at the South Celestial Pole. Extend the plane of the equator
outward, and it cuts the sky-bowl at the celestial equator. As the Earth turns
from west to east, the sky therefore appears to turn oppositely, from east to
west, always moving parallel to the celestial equator. You can locate the
celestial poles as the points of zero rotation. By good fortune, a star, the
North Star, or Polaris, happens to reside near the North Celestial Pole, easily
locating it for you.

Pass a circle through the zenith and the north and south celestial poles, and
it defines the “celestial meridian.” Here is the nexus. The intersection of the
meridian and horizon defines “north” and “south” as points on the celestial
sphere, which provide directions on Earth as the way to move. The celestial
equator intersects the horizon at two points, where it defines “east” and
“west.” The point halfway between north and west is “northwest,” and so on.

You feel like you stand at the top of the Earth. The axis is therefore tilted
such that the elevation of the North Celestial Pole in degrees must equal
your latitude. Try it. If you know your latitude, go out at night, face north, and
look up that number of degrees, and there is Polaris. (If you are in the south-
ern hemisphere, Polaris is that many degrees below the horizon, and the
South Celestial Pole that many degrees up.) The flip side is that if you do

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION

The stars tell you where you are on Earth and are essential for navigators
and surveyors. At sea you have no signs or guideposts and must navigate by
latitude and longitude. On land you can create the signs and guideposts, but
to do so you must first know your coordinates. You can quickly find latitude
by measuring the elevation above the horizon of the celestial pole, identified
as the point in the sky of zero apparent rotation. Longitude is tougher to find.
In its essential form, time is told by the displacement of the Sun in the sky rel-
ative to the celestial meridian. Because of the curved surface of the Earth, as
you move east, the Sun appears to move smoothly west, and the time of day
becomes later. Longitude begins at 0º at the “prime meridian” that runs
through Greenwich, England. Longitude differences exactly equal time differ-
ences (at a rate of 15º per hour), so to find longitude you need to know both
your local time and the time at Greenwich. Greenwich time is easy to find
with a radio, but in the days of sailing ships, your clock would have to be set
at Greenwich and would thereafter have to keep perfect time over long peri-
ods. Such clocks were not available until the late 1700s, causing ships and
sailors to become lethally lost. In practice, latitude and longitude are found
simultaneously by the elevations of three stars: there is only one place on
Earth where those three will be at those elevations at a particular Greenwich
time. While we now have precise satellite navigation, it is but a technological
layer between us and the distant stars.



not know your latitude, you can find it
by locating the North (or South)
Celestial Pole and then by measuring
its angle above the horizon.

Motions

As the Earth rotates, stars, the Sun,
Moon, and planets all appear to move
toward the west parallel to the celestial
equator. Stars on the celestial equator
will rise exactly in the east, set exactly
in the west. Stars progressively north
of the celestial equator rise and set
progressively to the north of east and
west, while stars to the south of it will
rise and set progressively south of
east and west.

If you reside in the northern celestial
hemisphere, the North Celestial Pole is
perpetually above the northern hori-
zon, and consequently never sets.
Stars within the angle of your latitude
of the celestial pole go under the pole,
never reaching the horizon, and will
neither rise nor set. These “circumpo-
lar stars” are therefore always visible.
From mid-northern latitudes they
include such famous figures as the Big
and Little Dippers and Cassiopeia. In
concert, the South Celestial Pole is
below the southern horizon by the
same angle. Stars within the angle of the observer’s latitude are therefore
perpetually below the horizon and remain invisible. The most famed of these
are the stars of the Southern Cross.

Travelling the Globe

The sky changes its appearance with changes in latitude. From mid-northern
latitudes go north, and the North Celestial Pole rises higher. You see more
and more circumpolar stars, while more and more southern stars become
invisible. Daily paths also intersect the horizon at shallower angles. When you
finally arrive at the Earth’s north pole, latitude 90ºN, the North Celestial Pole
is over your head and the celestial equator lies on the horizon. All the north-
ern stars—those north of the celestial equator—become circumpolar, while
none of the southern ones can be seen. The daily paths of all celestial bodies
are now parallel to the horizon as they perpetually circle the sky, nothing
ever changing.

Go back to your mid-northern latitude and walk south. Now the North
Celestial Pole sinks toward the horizon, there are fewer circumpolar stars,
you can see more and more of the southern sky, and rising and setting
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THE DAYTIME SKY

When the Sun comes up, the stars
seem to go away. They cannot really
disappear. They just become invisi-
ble against the brilliance of the blue
sky. Sunlight is made of all the
colors of the rainbow, from red to
violet. As light penetrates the Earth’s
atmosphere, it can “scatter” (a sort
of reflection) off air molecules. With
their short wavelengths, violet and
blue light have a much greater
chance of scattering than long-wave
red light. Blue and violet sunlight
therefore bounce around and can
arrive at your eyes from any direc-
tion. Since your eyes are not very
sensitive to violet light and there is
more blue in sunlight than violet any-
way, the sky turns blue. Stars are so
much fainter than the blue sky that
they just blend into it. Brighter ones
can readily be seen with telescopes.
With the naked eye, you can see
only the Sun, the Moon, Venus, the
rare brilliant fireball meteor, and the
even rarer exploding star.
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angles are larger. When you arrive at the equator, latitude 0º, the two celes-
tial poles sit on the horizon opposite each other, there are no circumpolar
stars at all, the entire sky is visible over the course of the day, and the stars
rise and set perpendicular to the horizon.

Step across the equator into the southern hemisphere. The North Celestial
Pole now sinks below the horizon, and the South Celestial Pole pops up
above it by an angle equal to your southern latitude. Now it is the stars
around the South Celestial Pole that are circumpolar, while those around the
North Celestial Pole are always below the horizon.

Proof

Though the Greeks knew the Earth was a sphere, they did not believe that it
rotated. How, Aristotle said, could such a large body be in motion? For proof,
go to the north pole and set up a pendulum that is fixed to a frictionless bear-
ing. Swing it toward a star. As the star moves parallel to the horizon, the pen-
dulum follows. The pendulum is swinging freely in space, and the Earth is
turning under it, proof that it is we doing the turning, not the sky. The experi-
ment was first done in Paris in 1851 by Léon Foucault. At lower latitudes, the
period of rotation of the Foucault pendulum is longer than the twenty-four
hours it is at the pole, but the principle is the same.

Stars swing about the
South Celestial Pole,
which lies just above
the horizon as seen
from a location just
south of the Earth’s
equator.

© Greg Dimijian



1. See the Earth rotate. Locate a bright star and just watch as it moves ever
so slowly across the sky to the west.

2. Go outside and locate the North Celestial Pole (if in the southern hemi-
sphere, the South Celestial Pole). Use your finger to point to the zenith
and then (without falling over) trace out the celestial meridian and the
celestial equator, the latter always ninety degrees from the pole.

3. Watch a sunset (without looking directly into a bright Sun). It does not drop
straight down, but sets at an angle parallel to the celestial equator.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Cox, John. Cambridge Pocket Star Atlas. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

Sobel, Dava. Longitude. New York: Walker and Co., 1995.

1. Earth rotation —
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ECT/the_book/Chap1/Chapter1.html

2. Earth rotation —
http://www.onr.navy.mil/focus/spacesciences/observingsky/motion1.htm

3. Celestial navigation — http://www.celestialnavigation.net
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is James Kaler’s The Ever-
Changing Sky.

Consider this . . .

1. Why is the Sun sometimes high in the sky at noon, other times low, and
why are winter nights longer than summer nights?

2. What makes the seasons?

3. What is the midnight Sun, and why can we not see it unless we are very
far north or south?

Introduction

As the Earth orbits the Sun, the Sun appears to go around the Earth along a
steady path through the constellations of the Zodiac. Here we mow down one
of the greatest of misconceptions, that the seasons are caused by our chang-
ing distance from the Sun. They are instead caused entirely by the tilt of the
Earth’s axis and the rate at which the Sun heats the ground. Ancient knowl-
edge echoes through the ages.

Lecture 3:
Sun and Seasons

The Orbiting Earth

That the Earth orbits the Sun, taking a year of slightly over 365.24 days to
make a full circuit, is not contested. The path is not a perfect circle, but is
slightly elliptical, which causes the distance between the Earth and Sun to
vary continuously. At its closest point, “perihelion,” we are 147.1 million km
(91.4 million miles) away, while at the farthest point, “aphelion,” we are 3.4
percent farther, 152.1 million km (94.5 million miles) distant. The astronomical
unit is the average distance of 149.6 million km (93.0 million miles).

Orbiting counterclockwise as seen looking down from the north, the Earth
passes its perihelion point about January 2, while being near aphelion around
July 3. We are closest to the fire in the dead of northern winter, and vice
versa. Something to think about.

We are not aware of our orbital motion. As we go around the Sun, the Sun
instead seems to go about us, following a path called the “ecliptic.” Because
the plane of the Earth’s orbit is very stable, so is the ecliptic, causing the Sun
to follow the same course every year. Since there are just over 365 days in a
year, and 360 degrees in a circle (no coincidence), the Earth moves along its
orbit just under a degree per day, making the Sun appear to move slowly
along the ecliptic at the same rate. The movement is from west to east, oppo-
site the direction of the apparent rotation of the celestial sphere that causes
the Sun to rise and set.



ANCIENT MONUMENTS

Around the world are monuments to the rising and setting of the Sun, the
source of all life. The most famed is Stonehenge in England. It consists of a ring
of 3-meter-tall stones capped by massive stone lintels. In the middle is an altar.
From the center, on the first day of summer the Sun rises directly over a refer-
ence stone well outside the ring, marking Stonehenge as an ancient sacred cal-
endar. Native Americans did the same thing in Wyoming, Ohio, and elsewhere,
as did the natives of South America, testimony to the power of the Sun, the sea-
sons, and the intelligence of the ancients.
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The ecliptic passes against the background of twelve special ancient con-
stellations, or star patterns, collectively called the Zodiac, on the average
residing in each one for a month.

Though you cannot see the Sun moving against the Zodiac because of the
brightness of the blue sky, you can witness the effect at night. At midnight you
face directly away from the Sun, and therefore see the stars opposite the solar
glare. Since the Sun shifts its direction by 1º per day, the stars we see at night
shift (for the same time of observation) to the west by the same amount.

Obliquity

If the Earth’s axis were exactly perpendicular to its orbit, the ecliptic would lie
on the celestial equator, and the Sun would follow the same apparent path
each day. The axis, however, is tilted relative to this perpendicular by an
angle of 23.4º, which is called “the obliquity of the ecliptic.” All planets have
such axial tilts, which are the result of an accident of formation.

Because of this tilt, the ecliptic circle is inclined to the celestial equator
through the same angle of 23.4º. Half of it must therefore be south of the
equator, half north of the equator, and the ecliptic must cross the equator at
two points. The result is that as the Sun moves easterly along the ecliptic, it
must also move alternately north and south as well, crossing the equator
twice during the year.

The Sun crosses the celestial equator going north about March 20 at a point
called the “vernal equinox,” the event marking the first day of northern hemi-
sphere spring (and since the seasons are reversed between terrestrial hemi-
spheres, southern hemisphere autumn). Since the Sun is on the equator, it
rises exactly east and sets exactly west. Moreover, since the horizon splits
the equator exactly in half, the Sun is up for twelve hours and down for
twelve hours, hence “equinox.” The Sun passes the other crossing point, the
“Autumnal Equinox,” on September 23, marking the first day of northern
autumn (southern spring). The Vernal Equinox is in the direction of the con-
stellation Pisces, the Autumnal in the direction of Virgo.

Going north from the Vernal Equinox, the Sun takes three months to reach
its greatest northerly angular extent from the celestial equator of 23.4º (equal
to the obliquity) on June 21 at the Summer Solstice in Gemini, marking the
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first day of northern summer (southern winter). It therefore shines overhead
somewhere on the Earth’s northern hemisphere. Going south from the
Autumnal Equinox, the Sun reaches its greatest southerly extent of 23.4º on
December 22 at the Winter Solstice in Sagittarius, when it will be high in
southern hemisphere skies, and low in northern. When the Sun is at the
Summer Solstice, it must rise in the northeast and set in the northwest. In the
northern hemisphere, it will be up for more than twelve hours and down for
less. When at the Winter Solstice, it will rise in the southeast and set in the
southwest, giving us short days and long nights. (The durations of night and
day are the opposite in the southern hemisphere.)

Because the position of the Sun against the constellations of the Zodiac
is seasonal, so are the constellations we see at night. On the first day of north-
ern winter, Gemini rides high in the northern-hemisphere nighttime
sky, whereas at the beginning of summer, Sagittarius glides low over the
southern horizon.

The Origin of the Seasons

The heat of northern-hemisphere summer and the cold of winter anticorre-
late with distance from the Sun, and the seasons alternate between hemi-
spheres. Besides, the distance variation is only 3.4 percent. Distance clearly
has nothing to do with the seasons.

The sole cause of the seasons is the obliquity. In northern summer, the Sun
is high near noon, and a ray of sunlight is concentrated into a small patch of
ground. As a result, the ground and air heat up nicely. In winter, when the
Sun is low, that same ray hits the ground at a sharper angle and is spread
out over a larger area. As a result, it does not heat the ground as efficiently,
and the ground and air chill. Maximum heat of summer and cold of winter are
delayed about a month past the beginning of summer and winter, as it takes
time for the ground to heat or cool. The changing distance to the Sun does
have an effect on the amount of heat falling on Earth, but this annual effect is
swamped by the oceans dominating the southern hemisphere, the continents
the northern.

Tropics and the Arctic

The elevation of the North Celestial Pole equals the observer’s latitude. As a
result, the highest arch of the celestial equator is down from the zenith by the
same angle. The Sun, however, can climb only 23.4º north of the celestial
equator. At mid-northern latitudes, it can therefore never be overhead. The
northerly latitude limit for the Sun to shine overhead is 23.4ºN, which defines
a parallel of latitude called the “Tropic of Cancer” (named after the constella-
tion Cancer, the Crab). The southerly limit for an overhead Sun is 23.4ºS lati-
tude, at the “Tropic of Capricorn.” (“Tropic” comes from Greek, and refers to
the “turning” of the Sun). In between the tropics the Sun must pass overhead
twice during the year. Because the Sun is most nearly overhead in this part
of the world, there we find the hottest climate.

The complement of 23.4º is 66.6º. At a latitude of 66.6ºN, the North Celestial
Pole is 66.6º above the horizon. On June 21, the Sun is 66.6º south of the
pole, and therefore becomes circumpolar, producing the famed “midnight



The summer Sun, which stands high in the sky at noon,
efficiently heats the ground, bringing vibrant life to the Earth.

In the winter, shadows grow long under a low Sun,
the Earth cools, and snow covers the landscape.
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Sun.” This latitude, the “Arctic Circle,” is the lower limit of solar circumpolarity.
The farther north you go, the more days of midnight Sun you will see. At the
North Pole, the entire northern part of the ecliptic is circumpolar. The Sun
therefore rises when it crosses the Vernal Equinox and sets when it crosses
the Autumnal. It is up for six months straight and is down for six. The
Antarctic Circle, at 66.6ºS latitude, is the southern limit of solar circumpolarity.
When it is light at the North Pole, it is dark at the South, and vice versa.

Changes in position of sunset and sunrise, and the duration of daylight and
elevation of the noon Sun, are continuous from the equator to the pole. The
equator is the hottest place on Earth, mid-latitudes in the middle. Even
though the Sun shines at the Earth’s poles for six months straight, it never
gets very high in the sky, rendering them the coldest places on Earth.

THE THIRD MOTION

Why are the tropics named after the constellations Cancer and Capricornus
when the Sun is in Gemini and Sagittarius on the first days of northern summer
and winter? The Earth turns on its axis and orbits the Sun. But the axis also
wobbles, much like that of a spinning top. The motion, called “precession,”
causes the axis to rotate about the perpendicular to the orbit over a slow period
of twenty-six thousand years. The cause is the gravity of the Moon and Sun on
the Earth’s equatorial bulge. As a result, the North Celestial Pole slowly moves
in a giant circle 23.4º in radius, rendering Polaris only a temporary north pole
star. As the axis rotates, so does the plane of the celestial equator, which in
turn carries the points of intersection—the equinoxes—to the east against the
background of the constellations (as it does the solstices). Some 2,500 years
ago, the Vernal Equinox was in Aries (the reason Aries tops the newspaper
horoscope columns), the Autumnal was in Libra (the obvious balance), and the
solstices actually in Cancer and Capricornus. Over the past two-and-a-half mil-
lennia, these points have all shifted one constellation to the west. Superimposed
upon precession is a host of other, much more subtle motions. Even the rock of
the ecliptic is not entirely fixed. Nothing is truly still.
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1. What happens when you watch the sky on successive nights at the same
time? To find out, go watch.

2. What happens to the length of your shadow at noon as the year progress-
es from summer to winter, or winter to summer?

3. Use a flashlight to demonstrate to someone else why it is cold in winter,
hot in summer, and why the arctic is so cold, the equator so hot.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Hawkins, G.S. Stonehenge Decoded. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1965.

1. Sunrise and sunset — http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/RS_OneDay.html

2. The seasons — http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr161/lect/time/seasons.html

3. Animated seasons —
http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/projects/data/Seasons/index.html
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Constellations and
Their Meanings

All societies know the sky in
some way or other. The stars are
used to tell time, to tell the sea-
sons, when to plant and when to
harvest. They give directions to
keep us from being lost. More or
less randomly distributed across
the sky, they fall into patterns that
acquire names, the “constella-
tions.” Some patterns are obvious
to all, others not, some are
sacred, others profane. With
prominent exceptions, they do not
look like their namesakes. The
figures are not meant to portray,
but to represent what is important
to the society.

Our “western” constellations
came to us from the ancient
lands of the Middle East, from

Consider this . . .

1. Where did the constellations come from and what do they mean?

2. Why do constellations hardly ever look like what they are
supposed to be?

3. How are stars named?

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is E.C. Krupp’s Beyond the Blue
Horizon: Myths and Legends of the Sun, Moon, Stars, and Planets.

Introduction

Look to the sky and see the patterns made by the stars. In the unreachable
heavens, the stars must have some relation to the gods (the planets) that tra-
verse through them. The patterns—the constellations—must therefore have
some mystical significance; or they are there simply to tell the stories of the
gods and heroes. The history of the constellations and star names reflects
the history of the western world, and brings us into closer touch with our for-
bears and with the beauty of the sky.

Lecture 4:
Stories in the Sky: Constellations

The Big Dipper of Ursa Major (the Large Bear) lies at
the bottom of the picture, its two front bowl stars—
“the Pointers”—directing the observer to Polaris,
which lies at the end of the handle of the Little Dipper
of Ursa Minor (the Small Bear). Draco (the Dragon)
winds between the two.
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Babylonia perhaps. They were
picked up by the ancient Greeks,
who wove their own myths around
them. They were brought to life in
ancient poems and passed down to
us through the Romans, the Arabs,
and the scholars of the middle
ages. The result is the set of forty-
eight “ancient Greek” constella-
tions, a bit of a misnomer as their
concept predates the ancient
Greeks who codified them for us.

There is nothing special about the
“western” view of the stars. The
ancient Chinese looked at them
differently, as did the natives of
North and South America and all
the others.

Constellations can take on divine
meanings. By far the most important
are those of the Zodiac, in Greek
meaning “circle of animals.” All but
Libra are animalistic figures, and that
is a relatively recent invention, Libra
once really being the claws of the
Scorpion. The Zodiac holds the
seven moving bodies of the sky, the
Sun, Moon, and five bright planets,
all of which are associated with gods
or goddesses. There are twelve
zodiacal constellations because the
Moon goes through its phases
twelve-plus times per year, and
thus the Sun is in a different con-
stellation at each new Moon. Since
the gods make their homes within
these heavenly figures, perhaps we
can predict our fates by the planets’
positions and relations, hence the
rise of astrology. And since the sea-
sons have their beginnings among
the patterns of the Zodiac, many
are powerful fertility symbols, a
Ram, a Bull, a Virgin.

The other meaning is as an aid to
storytelling. Imagine a star-filled
desert sky and the group around the
campfire. The storyteller is among
the most important of members. He

THE ZODIAC

The ancient constellations of the Zodiac
are given in order from the Vernal Equinox
to the east, starting with Pisces.

Pisces – Fishes �

Holds Vernal Equinox; with Capricornus
and Aquarius, a constellation of the
“wet quarter.”

Aries – Ram�

Held Vernal Equinox in Homeric times.

Taurus – Bull�

First magnitude star Aldebaran, Hyades
cluster, Pleiades cluster.

Gemini – Twins�

Holds Summer Solstice, first magnitude
star Pollux, bright star Castor, most
northerly zodiacal constellation.

Cancer – Crab�

Contains Beehive cluster, held Summer
Solstice in ancient times (hence “Tropic
of Cancer”).

Leo – Lion�

First magnitude star Regulus.

Virgo – Virgin�

Holds Autumnal Equinox and first
magnitude star Spica.

Libra – Scales�

Held Autumnal Equinox in ancient times,
hence the “balance”; originally claws of
Scorpius.

Scorpius – Scorpion�

First magnitude star Antares; most
southerly zodiacal constellation.

Sagittarius – Archer	

Holds Winter Solstice, a brilliant part of the
Milky Way, and the center of the Galaxy.

Capricornus – Water Goat


Held the Winter Solstice in ancient times,
hence the “Tropic of Capricorn”; constella-
tion of the “wet quarter.”

Aquarius – Water Bearer�

Constellation of the “wet quarter.” Next
constellation to hold the Vernal Equinox,
around 2700 CE.
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or she can captivate by weaving great tales, “Oh look overhead, there is the
great hero . . . let me tell you how the gods came to place him in the sky . . .”
We still sit around the campfire and let our honored storytellers entertain us.
The fire is called television, the night sky being the TV of old. Wander out into
a dark night with the stories, and it becomes one again, taking us back to our
ancient roots.

Magnitudes of Stars

Around eight thousand stars are visible to the naked eye, some bright
enough to see from town, others just barely glimmering in the darkness. The
constellation patterns are generally made of the brightest stars within a partic-
ular area of sky, while the fainter stars merely reside within them. We need
some way of judging stellar brightness. Around 130 BCE, the great Greek
astronomer Hipparchus (who discovered precession) divided the stars into six
brightness groups now called “magnitudes,” first magnitude the brightest,
sixth the faintest.

There are twenty-one first magnitude stars, more of the second, far more of
the third, and so on. The modern system sends the brightest “first magnitude”
stars into magnitude zero and even –1, while with telescopes we can see
vastly fainter, to magnitude 30.

The Major Figures

Constellations tend to come in
storytelling groups. Ursa Major
and Ursa Minor, the Large and
Small Bears, occupy the north-
ern sky along with Boötes, the
Herdsman. In northern winter,
Orion the Hunter and his two
companionable dogs, Canis
Major and Minor, stalk their
prey. Deep in southern skies,
we find Argo, Jason’s Ship,
which has been broken into
Vela (the Sails), Puppis (the
Hull), Carina (the Keel). The
greatest grouping tells the
Perseus myth, which involves
Cassiopeia and Cepheus (King
and Queen), Andromeda (the
Maiden), Perseus (the Hero),
Pegasus (the Flying Horse), and
Cetus (the Sea Monster). Other
groups and single ancient con-
stellations abound.

Stunning Scorpius, the Scorpion, is one of
the few constellations that looks like that
which it is supposed to represent. The first
magnitude star Antares lies at its heart,
while the Milky Way cascades at left.
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Some of the most popular “constellations,” figures like the Big and Little
Dippers, are not formal constellations, but “asterisms.” Most, like the Dippers,
are parts of larger formal constellations (the Dippers belonging to the Bears),
while others, like the Winter and Summer Triangles (respectively made of the
stars Betelgeuse-Procyon-Sirius and Vega-Altair-Deneb), span two or more
constellations.

The Modern Constellations

The ancients did not name areas of faint stars. Nor could they see the deep
southern hemisphere. Following the burgeoning of science that began with
Copernicus, astronomers needed to “fill in the blanks,” so from 1600 to around

In this lovely wide-angle view, Orion (the Hunter), with bright reddish Betelgeuse, lies toward lower
left, Taurus immediately to the right (note the “vee” that makes the Bull’s head, orange Aldebaran
his eye). Above Taurus is Auriga (the Charioteer) with Capella, and to the top Gemini with the
“twins” Pollux and Castor. To the left of Orion is Canis Major (the Large Dog), which holds the
sky’s brightest star, Sirius. Canis Minor (the Small Dog) with Procyon is to the upper left.
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1800, they madly invented new, “modern” constellations. Some are animalistic
(Camelopardalis, the Giraffe), while others reflect the times (Sextans, the
Sextant; Fornax, the Furnace). The most famed are probably the northern hemi-
sphere’s Coma Berenices (Berenices Hair), a lovely cluster south of the Big
Dipper, and Crux, the Southern Cross.

Great numbers of modern constellations made something of a mess of the sky.
In the early twentieth century, astronomers finally sorted them all out, keeping
the forty-eight ancient figures (which with the breakup of Argo became fifty), and
adopting thirty-eight of the modern for today’s total of eighty-eight. Nationalistic
figures did not generally make it to the finals, nor did such items as Musca (the
Fly) and Globus Aerostaticus (the Balloon).

Star Names

The earliest star names come from ancient Greece, and commonly describe
some nature of the star. The sky’s brightest star, Sirius, refers to “scorching,”
while “Arcturus” in Boötes means the “bear driver.” A few stars also have
Latin names in keeping with the use of Latin for the constellations, Regulus in
Leo meaning “Little King.”

Along with the conquering of Greece by the Romans and the collapse of
Rome, Greek culture moved into ancient Arabia. The cultured Arabians trans-
lated Greek texts, saving much of Greek writing following the burning of the
library at Alexandria. The Arabians also took over the Greek constellation lore
(while still keeping some of their own), and named stars for their locations. In
the middle ages, the now-Arabic star names moved back to Europe and were
translated into Latin, leading to condensations of the original, corruptions of
the terms, and one star mistaken for another. The “Arabic” names would
hardly be intelligible to a modern Arab. For example, the luminary of Cygnus,
“Deneb,” means “tail” for the tail of the celestial Swan, while Rigel in Orion
comes from a longer phrase “Rijl al Jauza,” meaning the “foot of the central
one,” the “central one” part of Arabic lore.

To bring some order out of the chaos of proper names, in 1602 Johannes
Bayer published his great atlas, the “Uranometria,” which accurately plotted
the positions of the stars observed so carefully by Tycho Brahe. Bayer
assigned lower-case Greek letters to the brighter stars within each constella-
tion more or less in order of brightness as well as by position. The Greek let-
ter is then attached to the possessive case of the Latin name for the constel-
lation. Rigel in Orion becomes Orion’s Beta, in Latin, Beta Orionis.

In the latter 1600s, John Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal of England,
was given the task of creating a new telescopic star catalogue and atlas to
aid navigation at sea. His stars were later numbered from west to east within
each constellation. Rigel thus also became 19 Orionis. The custom is to use
either the proper names or Greek letter names for the first magnitude stars,
the Greek letter names for the others when they are available, and the
Flamsteed numbers next.

Beyond Bayer and Flamsteed there are large numbers of catalogues that
order stars around the sky from west to east from the Vernal Equinox either
by number or by coordinate position. Millions of stars carry such names.
There are also various specialty catalogues as well.



The Milky Way

While hardly a constellation in itself, a discussion of star patterns and the
night sky is not complete without mention of the Milky Way, the broad lumi-
nous band that encircles the sky and is made of the combined light of the
billions of stars in the disk of our Galaxy. To the ancients it represented the
pathway of souls to heaven, or a celestial river given by the gods to water
the crops. Since we are off-center in the Galaxy, the Milky Way varies great-
ly in brightness, and is at its best in and around Sagittarius, which holds the
Galactic center. Within the confines of its extraordinary beauty lie great dark
clouds of interstellar dust (where stars are born), some so prominent that
they carry names themselves. In northern-hemisphere summers, the Milky
Way comes out of Cassiopeia, drops through Cygnus and Aquila, then flows
on through Sagittarius and Scorpius, where it plunges below the horizon;
from the southern hemisphere, where Sagittarius passes overhead, the
celestial stream cascades down to opposite horizons in magnificent lumi-
nous waterfalls.

The spectacular southern Milky Way rises from the horizon. Sagittarius is to the left, while the
Southern Cross lies up and to the right.
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1. Looking at the nighttime sky, what constellations might you make that
would reflect our own times?

2. Reflect on the fact that you are seeing the same figures in the sky that
Homer did, those that helped guide the ancients, giving you a direct con-
nection with the distant past.

3. Find the Milky Way on a dark night, and note the complexities that include
changes in width and brightness and the numerous holes and gaps pro-
duced by vast clouds of interstellar dust. If in the northern hemisphere, find
the “Great Rift” that lies from Cygnus southward; if in the southern, find the
Coalsack next to the Southern Cross.

Krupp, E.C. Beyond the Blue Horizon: Myths and Legends of the Sun, Moon,
Stars, and Planets. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992.

Allen, Richard H. Star Names: Their Lore and Meaning. New York: Dover
Publications, 1963.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Ridpath, Ian, and Wil Tirion. Stars and Planets. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2001.

Williamson, Ray A. Living the Sky: The Cosmos of the American Indian.
Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987.

1. Stars and constellations — http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/~kaler/sow/sow.html

2. Constellations —
http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~dolan/constellations/constellations.html

3. Story of the constellations —
http://users.macunlimited.net/ianrid/startales/contents

4. Mythology of the constellations —
http://www.emufarm.org/~cmbell/myth/myth.html
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Philip Harrington’s Eclipse!

Consider this . . .

1. Why is the Moon sometimes seen at night, other times in the daylight, yet
other times not at all?

2. Why does the Moon seem to change its shape from night to night?

3. What causes eclipses, and how often do they occur?

Introduction

Few things are as lovely as the Moon rising above the hills or ocean. We
live our lives with our orbiting companion. It invades our stories, warms the
heart, gives romance to the day and night, and entertains as it changes its
shape and plays in shadows. The depth of its contribution to life and cul-
ture is unreachable, the Moon a profound part of our folklore and our
means to count the days.

Lecture 5:
Romance of the Moon

The Lunar Orbit

The Moon orbits the Earth once every 27.3 days relative to the back-
ground stars (the “sidereal period”) at an average distance of 384,400 km
(238,900 miles). The orbit is rather eccentric, the Moon going from a
“perigee” (closest to Earth) distance of 363,300 km to an “apogee” dis-
tance of 405,400 km.

The Moon’s angular size of half a degree is much smaller than it appears. That
the Moon seems huge when rising over the horizon is an optical illusion.

Like the Sun, the Moon moves to the east against the starry background. It
closely follows the ecliptic, and therefore moves (at a rate of thirteen degrees
per day, its own angular diameter in an hour) through the constellations of the
Zodiac. A five-degree tilt to the orbit, however, sends the Moon the same
angle to the north and south of the ecliptic.

The Phases

The lunar phases (the continuous changes in apparent shape) result from
our seeing different illuminated portions of the side of the Moon that faces
the Earth. The idea that the phases are caused by the Earth’s shadow is
entirely untrue.

The Moon takes 29.5 days to go through its phases, which is the orbital period
relative to the Sun (longer than the 27.3-day period relative to the stars, since
the Sun is moving continuously eastward along the ecliptic and the Moon must
catch up with it).
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When the Moon is between the Sun and the Earth, at “new Moon,” we look at
the nighttime side and cannot see it. About a week later, when the Moon has
orbited ninety degrees relative to the Sun, we look at half the daytime side and
half the nighttime side, and see a “half Moon” in the sky. Since the Moon has
gone through a quarter of its orbit, the phase is called the “first quarter.” About
two weeks after new, when the Moon is on the opposite side of the Earth from
the Sun, we see the full illuminated face of the Moon, and therefore “full
Moon.” After three quarters of the orbit is complete, we again see a half Moon
at the “third quarter,” and after 29.5 days, the Moon returns to new. In
between new and the quarters, we see mostly the nighttime side and less than
half the daytime portion, giving us a “crescent Moon.” Between the quarters
and full, we see mostly daylight, giving us the “gibbous Moon.” The two weeks
after new are the “waxing phases,” the two weeks after full the “waning.”

Rising and setting times correlate with phase. At new Moon, the Moon rises
and sets with the Sun. In the waxing crescent, it sets shortly behind the Sun.
At first quarter, with the Moon ninety degrees east of the Sun, the Moon on
the average rises at noon and sets at midnight, and is therefore seen in day-
light in the east in the afternoon. At full, the Moon rises at sunset and sets at
sunrise and is up all night. Third quarter, on the other hand, rises around
midnight, is seen in the west in morning daylight, and sets around noon. The
waning crescent rises just before the Sun.

Earthlight and Rotation

Seen from the Moon, the Earth goes through the same phases, except in
reverse: when we see the Moon new, someone on the nighttime side of the
Moon would see the Earth as full, and so on. Full moonlight on Earth is very
bright. The Earth is much more reflective than the Moon and larger, making it
eighty times brighter. At crescent Moon, with the Earth in its gibbous phase
as seen from the Moon, the Earth is so luminous that it visibly lights the lunar
night. We therefore see the nighttime side of the Moon glowing against the
bright crescent, this “Earthlight” producing the poetic “old Moon in the new
Moon’s arms.”

THE MOON AND THE CALENDAR

All societies count the days, though in different ways. The Sun defines the
year of 365.2422… days. The Moon goes through its phases every 29.5
days, giving us the “month,” the word coming from “Moon.” The quartering of
the lunar cycle (plus the seven moving bodies of the sky, the five naked-eye
planets and the Sun and Moon) give us the seven-day week. Our civil calen-
dar reconciles the days with the year by having 365 days during three years
followed by a 366-day leap year. Leap years are dropped in century years not
divisible by 400. The result is an average calendar year of 365.2425 days,
very close to the true number. The civil calendar stretches the months to fit
the year. The months of the Jewish and Muslim calendars, however, start
with the new Moon. The Jewish calendar reconciles both the month and the
days with the year by adding a thirteenth month when the Jewish New Year
in September strays too far from equinox passage. The Muslim calendar
ignores the Sun altogether, causing the months to drift around the year.



At full Moon, dark spots (circular
lava-filled impact basins) create the
“Man in the Moon.” These spots do
not change their positions because
the Moon keeps one face pointed to
us at all times (the result of tides
raised by the Earth in the solid body
of the Moon). That is, the Moon does
not rotate relative to Earth. From
here we can see only the side facing
us, the “near side,” the “far side” per-
petually invisible. The Moon does
rotate relative to the Sun and stars,
however, and the far side receives
just as much daylight per month as
the near side (the term “dark side of
the Moon” for the “far side” is a mis-
nomer). If you were on the Moon you

would see the Sun rise and set every 29.5 days, the stars rise and set every
27.3 days. The Earth, however, would hang nearly motionless in the black
lunar sky as it went through its phases.

Eclipses of the Moon

The Earth and the Moon throw conical shadows into space. The Earth’s
shadow is large enough to immerse the Moon completely, that is, to eclipse
it. The Earth’s shadow lies on the ecliptic opposite the Sun. At full Moon,
when the Moon is also opposite the Sun, it can be eclipsed. Because of the
five-degree tilt of the lunar orbit, the full Moon usually passes above or below
the shadow, and we see no eclipse. Not quite twice a year, however, the
Moon passes full phase while sufficiently close to the ecliptic, and we get a
lunar eclipse. If all of the Moon goes into the shadow, the eclipse is “total”; if
only part of it is immersed, it is “partial.”

A central total eclipse takes about four hours from start to finish. Half the
eclipses occur during daylight when we cannot see them, reducing the num-
ber visible to somewhat less than one per year.

Sunlight is scattered and refracted by the Earth’s atmosphere into its shad-
ow. The Moon therefore does not disappear during totality, but takes on a
deep reddish color for the same reason that the Sun is reddened at sunset,
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Light from the Earth illuminates the nighttime
side of the setting crescent Moon.

The Moon, moving from right to left, passes through the circular shadow of the Earth to create a
lunar eclipse.

© Akira Fujii/David Malin Images
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when its light shines through our thick blanket of air. The brightness of the
eclipsed Moon depends on the state of the atmosphere, particularly on recent
volcanic activity.

Eclipses of the Sun

At new Moon, with the Moon between us and the Sun, the shadow of the
Moon points toward Earth. Usually, the new Moon passes above or below the
Sun, but if the new Moon is also crossing the ecliptic, the lunar shadow can
hit us, the Moon covers the Sun, and we see an eclipse of the Sun.

The Moon is only a quarter the size of Earth, which makes the lunar shadow
similarly shorter. At and near perigee, the shadow can just barely reach us,
while near apogee, it stops short. That is, at apogee, the lunar disk is slightly
smaller than the Sun’s half-degree angular diameter, while at perigee it is slightly
larger. A “total eclipse” of Sun, in which the shadow hits the Earth and the Moon
fully covers the Sun, can take place only near perigee. If the Moon is near
apogee, we see a ring—an annulus—surrounding the lunar disk, and therefore
an “annular eclipse.”

At best, the shadow spot on the Earth is very small, less than 300 km
across. As the Moon orbits and the Earth rotates, the shadow zips along at
some 2,000 km/hr, leading to a maximum duration of not quite eight minutes.
For any given location, total eclipses are therefore rare, recurring on the
order of centuries. Partial eclipses, in which the Moon is seen to cover only a
portion of the Sun, are much more common.

Globally, solar eclipses (of both kinds) are more common than lunar
eclipses. The geometry of the solar eclipse dictates at least two per year, and
there can be as many as five!

While lunar eclipses are of small scientific value, solar eclipses are worth
travel to remote parts of the Earth. When the Moon fully covers the bright

The Moon covers the Sun to produce a total eclipse, allowing us to see the surrounding hot
solar corona.

© Akira Fujii/David Malin Images
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OBSERVING ECLIPSES

The Sun is so bright that it can burn the retina of the eye, causing permanent partial
blindness. It matters not if the Moon covers part of the Sun in a partial or even annular
eclipse: the exposed portion of the bright solar disk is just as dangerous as full sunlight.
Only during totality, when the Moon completely covers the Sun, is it safe to view the
phenomenon with unprotected eyes. Do not attempt to make a solar filter, as it can
pass too much light, or invisible ultraviolet or infrared that can still do damage. Use only
certified safe commercial filters. Rather than looking at the Sun directly, though, use
projection. Punch a pinhole in a piece of cardboard and let the sun shine through it
onto a piece of paper or even onto the ground. You will see a near-perfect image of the
Sun and can watch the partial phases of the eclipse in complete safety. (Do not look
through the hole!) Warnings about eclipses lead to the belief the eclipse is dangerous;
its danger is in leading people to look at the Sun. Though reflecting sunlight, the
Moon’s surface is only as bright as daylight on dark rock, and is nowhere near bright
enough to harm the eye.

Sun, we are able to see the lovely outer “corona” of the Sun, a huge sur-
rounding atmosphere that is magnetically heated to some two million degrees
Kelvin. The corona is the seat of the “solar wind,” a steady flow of matter
from the solar surface. The Sun therefore not only warms the day, but reach-
es out to touch us. The study of the corona during solar eclipses helps to
teach us how.
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1. What is the phase of the Moon when it is 120 degrees to the east of the
Sun, and when would you expect the Moon to rise and set?

2. Over what fraction of the Earth can people see an eclipse of the Moon?

3. Why are eclipses not seen every full and new Moon, and under what con-
ditions will lunar and solar eclipses actually occur?

Harrington, Philip S. Eclipse! New York: Wiley, 1997.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Schaeffer, B.E. “Lunar Eclipses That Changed the World.” Sky and
Telescope. December 1992, p. 639.

Stephenson, F. Richard. Historical Eclipses and Earth’s Rotation. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997.

1. Animated demonstration of lunar phases —
http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/projects/data/MoonPhases/index.html

2. Eclipse information — http://sunearth.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse/eclipse.html

3. Eclipse information and photographs — http://www.MrEclipse.com

Other Books of Interest

Review

�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Thomas Kuhn’s The
Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the Development of
Western Thought.

Consider this . . .

1. How do planets differ from stars, and how many are there?

2. The planets orbit the Sun, but can you actually see them move?

3. How did we figure out how the Solar System works?

Introduction

The morning star spreads its pale light across the horizon. Venus delights,
then moves on, is seen as the evening star, and then swings back again to
morning. Mars, the god of War, speeds past King Jupiter, their “homes” within
the constellations of the Zodiac. The seven moving bodies of the sky (Sun,
Moon, and five “ancient” planets) are reflected in the seven days of the week,
the seven colors of the rainbow, the Seven Sisters of Taurus. Not content to
plod forward, they briefly reverse themselves and go backward, to the confu-
sion of the ancients but not to us in modern times.

Lecture 6:
Happy Wanderers: The Planets

Ordering Planets

The planets are small bodies that orbit the Sun and that shine by reflected
sunlight. They are classed in different ways. The “ancient planets,” in dis-
tance order Mercury, Venus (Earth is not counted among them), Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn, have always been seen and known. The outer three,
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, were discovered in modern times. The “inferior
planets” Venus and Mercury orbit between the Earth and the Sun. The
“superior planets” are outside our orbit. The “terrestrial planets” (Mercury
through Mars) are like Earth. The outer four (“Jovians”) are like Jupiter.
Distant Pluto is a transition body that relates as much to comets as planets
and is sometimes excluded. But the Moon is like the terrestrials, and is
sometimes included, so you can take eight, nine, or ten at your whim.

PLANETARY NAMES

The planets long ago took the names of gods. Mercury (Greek Hermes), the
messenger, was given to the quickest planet, while Venus (Aphrodite) was
obvious for the most brilliant and beautiful. Reddish Mars (Ares) was clearly
home to the bloody god of war. Jupiter (Zeus) moves in stately fashion
around the sky in twelve years, visiting each constellation of the Zodiac for a
year. Dimmer, slower Saturn (Cronus) was Jupiter’s father. The “modern”
planets continued the mythological progression, Uranus being Saturn’s father
(and the embodiment of the sky), Neptune the god of the sea, and Pluto that
of the underworld.
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Planetary distances increase geometrically outward from the Sun from 0.4
AU for Mercury to 40 for Pluto, and the “sidereal periods” (the actual time it
takes a planet to make a complete solar orbit) increase dramatically, from
eight-eight days for Mercury to 248 years for Pluto. Distances are still vastly
smaller than those of the stars, the closest of which is 270,000 AU away.

Locations and Motions

The planets orbit the Sun in nearly circular paths and within a thick disk.
From Earth they seem to stick within seven degrees of the ecliptic, the excep-
tion being Pluto, which has a rather highly tilted orbit that can take it out of
the Zodiac. The planets all orbit in the same direction as Earth, counterclock-
wise looking down from the north. They therefore generally move to the east
against the background stars, in the same direction as the Sun and Moon.

Planetary motion is easy to see, especially for the two closest planets, Mars
and Venus. As they move, they are constantly making different configurations
with the Sun and with each other. A planet 180 degrees from the Sun is said
to be “in opposition” to the Sun, one lined up with the Sun “in conjunction.” A
planet in opposition to the Sun rises at sunset and sets at sunrise, just like
the full Moon. (Because of the tilts of the orbits relative to the ecliptic, the
alignments are never perfect.)

Since they are inside Earth’s orbit, the inferior planets can never be in solar
opposition. Instead, they take on two conjunctions, “inferior conjunction” when
they pass between the Earth and Sun, and “superior conjunction” when they
are on the other side of the Sun. When they are at the tangent points of their
orbits as seen from Earth, they are at their greatest angular separations from
the Sun, at their “maximum elongations.” That for Venus is forty-seven
degrees. Venus can therefore be seen only in the evening and morning, but
never at midnight, and is the classic “evening” and “morning star.” Mercury’s

PLANETARY ORBITAL DATA

a P P
Planet m (AU) e iº (sidereal) (synodic)

Mercury 1.8 .387 0.206 7.00 88d 116d
Venus 4.7 .723 0.007 3.39 225d 584d

Earth — 1.00 0.017 0.00 1.00y —

Mars –2.8a 1.524 0.093 1.85 1.88y 780d

Jupiter –2.9 5.20 0.048 1.30 11.9y 399d

Saturn +0.0 9.55 0.056 2.49 29.4y 378d

Uranus +5.5 19.20 0.046 0.77 83.7y 370d

Neptune +7.7 30.10 0.009 1.77 164y 367d

Pluto +14.0 39.50 0.249 17.1 248y 367d

Key: m = maximum brightnesses in magnitudes; a = semi-major axes in AU; e = orbital eccentricities;
i = tilts of the orbits to the plane of the ecliptic; P = sidereal period and synodic period.
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greatest elongation is but twenty-eight degrees, solar proximity making the
planet visible only in twilight and quite difficult to find.

The “synodic period” of a planet is the time it takes for the planet to go from
opposition to the next opposition or conjunction to conjunction (similar con-
junctions for the inferior planets). For a superior planet, it is the lapping time
for the Earth to pass the planet; for the speedier inferiors, it is their lapping
time of the relatively slower Earth.

As the Earth begins to pass a slower-moving superior planet, the planet
appears to stop its easterly motion and begins to move backwards, westerly,
against the stars, or “retrograde.” The effect is no different than passing a car at
higher speed, which makes the car look like it is going in reverse. Fastest retro-
grade motion occurs at opposition. The planet then slows its angular motion, and
eventually resumes going forward. Venus and Mercury enter retrograde when
they prepare to pass between us and the Sun and approach inferior conjunction.

An inferior planet goes through phases just like the Moon. At superior con-
junction, we see its full sunlit face, and the planet is “full.” At inferior con-
junction, we look at the nighttime side, and it is “new.” At the two elonga-
tions, we see half daylight, half night, and the planet looks like a half Moon.
Between the two elongations, the planet appears as a crescent. At superior
conjunction, the “full” planet is far away and angularly small. As it approach-
es inferior conjunction, its apparent size grows, Venus’s very dramatically.
Mercury is brightest at full phase, while Venus reflects the most light to
Earth and is brightest in the crescent phase. Far brighter than anything other
than the Sun and Moon, at its brightest Venus is visible in the daytime and
can cast shadows at night.

Discovery

Early ideas of the Solar System had the planets (which were not understood
to be actual worlds like ours) going around the Earth, which lay at the center
of the Universe. Geocentric cosmologies culminated in the “epicycle theory” of
Ptolemy, an Alexandrian Greek who wrote the great ancient astronomical text-
book, the Syntaxis (in Arabic, the Almagest), around 150 CE. The planets
were fixed to secondary orbits (epicycles) whose centers orbited Earth. When
the planets swung between Earth and the epicyclic centers, they appeared to
go backwards, or retrograde. The theory worked to some degree to predict the
positions of the planets into the future, important for astrological reasons.

Working from ancient heliocentric ideas, Copernicus, a Polish cleric, set
things straight in 1546 with his great tome, De Revolutionibus, which firmly
placed the Sun at the center of the Solar System and properly explained
retrograde motion. However, Copernicus stuck to the Greek notion of the
circle as the perfect figure, and his circular orbits did not allow any better
prediction of planetary position than did Ptolemy’s scheme.

Enter Tycho Brahe, the greatest of pre-telescopic observers, who toward the
end of the sixteenth century maintained an observatory on a Danish island
where he dedicated himself to measuring precise positions of stars and plan-
ets, concentrating on Mars. His geocentric theory, which had the Sun going
around the Earth but the planets going around the Sun, did not catch on.



After contentious Tycho was asked to leave
Denmark in 1599, he went to Prague, where he
was joined by the German astronomer Johannes
Kepler, who assisted him in reducing his obser-
vations to actual positions. Upon Tycho’s death
in 1601, Kepler took the data, and then did
something most remarkable. Instead of assum-
ing the shapes of planetary orbits, he asked him-
self what shapes they should take to replicate
Tycho’s data. After eight years of labor, in 1609
he announced the first of the two laws of plane-
tary motion that bear his name. The third law fol-
lowed ten years later, his fame forever assured.

The three laws: (1) Planetary orbits are ellipses
with the Sun at one focus. Planets therefore vary
their distances from the Sun. (2) A planet is con-
nected to the Sun by its “radius vector,” which
sweeps out equal areas in equal times. The
planets therefore also change their speeds,
moving fastest at perihelion, slowest at aphe-
lion. (3) The square of the sidereal period of a planet in years (P) equals the
cube of the semi-major axis (a) of the elliptical orbit in astronomical units, or
P2 = a3. From this “harmonic law,” if you know the period, you know the dis-
tance, or vice versa.

Just as Kepler was giving up his first two laws, Galileo was putting his eye
to the sky through his new telescope. His discovery of the four large moons
of Jupiter, which speed around the planet, showed that one celestial body
could control another. Venus, he found, went through all the phases, possi-
ble only in a Copernican universe. The Moon had mountains and valleys like
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Copernicus shown pondering the
planetary system
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A victim of his discoveries, Galileo stands before the Inquisition.
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THE ELLIPSE

The ellipse is a simple closed curve constructed about two points, two “foci” (each one a
“focus”). The sum of the distances from any point on the curve to each of the foci is a con-
stant. Two numbers characterize the ellipse. The longest line that can be drawn within it,
through the center and the foci, is the “major axis.” The ellipse’s size is given by half the
major axis, the “semi-major axis” (a). The average distance of a planet from the Sun is given
by its orbital semi-major axis, Earth’s defining the astronomical unit. Ellipses can take on dif-
ferent flattenings. The “eccentricity” (e) of an ellipse is the ratio of the distance between a
focus (F) and the center (C) and the semi-major axis, CF/a. Bring the foci together at the cen-
ter and you get a circle with e=0; stretch them far from the center, and you have a long, skin-
ny ellipse that can come close to a straight line, e=1.

the Earth, and the Sun was not perfect, but was spotted. Copernicus was
right. He, Galileo, and Kepler had not only changed astronomy, but had
changed the world forever.
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1. Draw the orbits of Earth, Mars, and Venus. Place the Earth, and then draw
Mars at opposition to the Sun and Venus both at inferior conjunction and
maximum elongation.

2. Why is Venus at its brightest at a point when it is nowhere near
fully illuminated?

3. You discover a new Solar System body and estimate its period at one
thousand years. How far from the Sun is it?

Kuhn, Thomas. The Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the
Development of Western Thought. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1992.

Berry, Arthur. A Short History of Astronomy. New York: Dover, 1961.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Pannekoek, Anton. A History of Astronomy. New York: Dover, 1989.

Sobel, Dava. Galileo’s Daughter. New York: Walker Publishing Co., 1999.

1. Overview of the planets — http://www.seds.org/nineplanets/nineplanets/

2. Demonstration of Kepler’s laws —
http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/projects/data/KeplersLaws/index.html

3. Copernicus —
http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Copernicus.html

4. Johannes Kepler — http://www.kepler.arc.nasa.gov/johannes.html

5. Galileo —
http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Galileo.html

Other Books of Interest

Review
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is John A. Wheeler’s A Journey
into Gravity and Spacetime.

Consider this . . .

1. Kepler knew how the planets orbited. But why do they orbit?

2. What did Isaac Newton actually discover?

3. How and where do you get out of the Earth’s gravity?

Introduction

The Universe runs on gravity, the glue that keeps it all tied together and keeps
us to the Sun. Newton did not discover it, but he sure did make major inroads
into understanding it. With his formulations we learned how to predict planetary
positions, throw spacecraft across the sky and the Solar System, and find the
masses of everything from the Earth to distant galaxies.

Lecture 7:
Keeping It All Together

Newton’s Laws and Gravity

The ancient Greek philosophers believed that you could understand the
world out of pure thought. Modern science views it differently. The idea—pio-
neered by Kepler and Galileo—is to acquire data, and then to construct a the-
ory based on mathematical rigor that explains the data. Theory allows you to
predict other observations you might make, so as to confirm it. One discor-
dant observation and the theory is in the shop being fixed. Or you buy a
whole new car. If a theory cannot be destroyed, it is probably correct, though
it can never be absolutely proven, as the next observation might destroy it.
Science is also serendipitous; in looking for one thing, you find something
totally unexpected, making science an adventure into the unknown.

From the pioneering work of Galileo, in the late 1600s Isaac Newton con-
structed three theoretical laws that describe how things move. They are famil-
iar, at least in rote, to every schoolchild. Expressed less formally: (1) “It will
just sit there until you move it, or it will keep moving at a constant velocity
(which combines both speed and direction) unless you stop it.” Newton quan-
tified it with the earliest statement of (2) “let the force be with you.” To “accel-
erate” (A) a given mass, that is, to change the mass’s velocity (speed and/or
direction), requires sufficient force (F) such that F = MA. This simple rule
defines mass as M = F/A; that is, apply a known force and measure the
acceleration. Finally, as every schoolchild also knows, (3) “push and you get
pushed back”: every action has an opposing reaction, which is what makes
airplanes and rockets work.
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Newton showed from the accelerations of the planets along their curved
paths that whatever force was making them go around behaved like an
“inverse square law”; that is, the force dropped off as 1/(distance)2. He also
realized that the accelerations of the Moon and a falling body were in propor-
tion to the inverse squares of their distances from Earth, where “distance
from Earth” is to the Earth’s center. If both the Moon and a falling body are
under the influence of gravity, it must also be gravity that is holding the plan-
ets to the Sun. It all comes together under Newton’s Law of Gravity: given
two masses, M1 and M2, separated by distance R, the force between the two
equals the product of the masses divided by the square of the distance
between them, or F = G(a constant)M1M2/R

2. The gravitational force never
ends, it just drops off. Everything in the Universe has a gravitational attraction to
everything else.

As you stand on the ground, the Earth attracts you with a force proportional
to the product of your mass times the Earth’s mass divided by the square of
the Earth’s radius, which is your weight. Climb a stairway, and you weigh
less. Your weight would also be different on another planet with a different
mass and radius.
The acceleration of gravity (g, equal to 9.8 meters/sec/sec or 32
feet/sec/sec) is just GMEarth/R2Earth. (Apply F = gMyou and you get back your
weight.) From the acceleration of a falling body, a knowledge of the size of
the Earth, and G from the laboratory, we derive the Earth’s mass: 6 X 1027

grams (6 followed by 27 zeros).

Orbits

An orbiting spacecraft is NOT out of the
Earth’s gravity. It is the mutual gravity
between the two that keeps the spacecraft
accelerating around the Earth. Drop a ten-
nis ball. Then throw it parallel to the
ground and it falls at exactly the same rate.
Horizontal motion does not affect the gravi-
tational pull. Now fire a cannonball parallel
to the ground, and it too falls at the accel-
eration of the dropped tennis ball. The
range of the cannon depends only on the
muzzle velocity; the faster the cannonball
is moving, the farther it will go before it hits
the ground. Fire it fast enough, and the
curvature of the Earth comes into play. As
the cannonball speeds along (ignore air
resistance), it will go farther than it would
on a flat plane because the Earth drops
away beneath it. Fire the cannonball at a
speed of 27,000 kilometers per hour
(17,000 mph), and the Earth’s surface
curves away so fast that the cannonball
cannot catch up with it. It falls around the
Earth, and eighty-eight minutes later

VELOCITY AND
ACCELERATION

These terms are used different-
ly in science. Velocity implies
both speed and direction. If you
walk steadily in a circle, your
speed is constant, but your
velocity changes. Acceleration
is any change in velocity, that is,
any change in speed and/or
direction. You accelerate when
you step on the gas pedal, but
also when you apply the brake
or drive around a curve at
constant speed. Velocity has
units of distance over time
(meters/second, km/hr), acceler-
ation of change of velocity with
time (meters/second/second).
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returns to its starting point; it is now in orbit. An orbiting body is a falling body
that cannot reach its destination.

Of course, the cannonball would be stopped by mountains and burned up by
friction as it flies through the air. To get around this problem, accelerate a
rocket upward, then slowly tip it parallel to the Earth’s surface. At an altitude
of 100 or 200 km, it hits orbital velocity above the air and mountains, whence
you cut the accelerating engines. Your spacecraft now coasts, orbiting until
you bring it back down by slowing it with your rocket motor.

The spacecraft follows Kepler’s laws. Increase the altitude and the period
lengthens according to P2 = a3, where a is the distance from the center of the
Earth. At a distance of 41,000 km (25,500 miles), the orbital period is twenty-
four hours, the same as the Earth’s rotation. From the Earth, the “geosyn-
chronous” satellite seems to hang in space. Dozens of communications satel-
lites are strung out at this distance along the celestial equator.

An orbiting astronaut and the spacecraft both “fall” to the Earth with the
same acceleration. The astronaut therefore feels no weight and floats around
the cabin. He and the craft are not out of the Earth’s gravity! It is gravity that
is making them both orbit.

Kepler Generalized

Using his laws of motion and the law of gravity, Newton derived Kepler’s
laws in a general and more elegant form. (1) Planetary orbits are “conic sec-
tions.” Cut a cone parallel to the base, and you get a circle, at a steeper
angle an ellipse, parallel to the side, a parabola, steeper yet a hyperbola. The
latter two are open-ended. Two bodies passing each other are in such open
orbits. (2) Angular momentum is conserved. Whirl a rock tied to a string. The
rock’s angular momentum is its mass times its velocity times the string’s
length. Bring in the string, and the rock moves faster to compensate. Bring a
planet closer to the Sun and it moves faster. (3) When put in physical units
(grams, seconds), P2 equals a known constant times a3 divided by the sum of

Astronauts-in-training float
weightlessly within the
hold of a converted KC-
135 aircraft—the “vomit
comet”—that has been put
into a “ballastic arc,” that
is, under no power and is
behaving like a thrown
ball. Though the astro-
nauts and the aircraft are
all under the powerful
effects of the earth’s gravi-
ty, all are “falling” with the
same acceleration, and
they therefore move
together. The astronauts
therefore feel no weight.

© NASA
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the masses of the Sun and the orbiting planet, the law generalizable to any
two orbiting bodies. Kepler’s original law works because the Sun is so much
more massive than any of the planets. As a result, the sum of the mass of
the Sun and the mass of any planet is closely constant.

We know the period of the Earth around the Sun (or that of any other planet)
in seconds of time, and its distance from the Sun in centimeters. Since we
know the constant, all that is left in the equation is the sum of the masses of
Earth and Sun, which is effectively the solar mass. Kepler’s third law allows
us to roam the Universe and find the masses of bodies through their gravita-
tional effects.

Discovery

William Herschel was a musician from Germany who moved to England with
his sister Caroline. Their passion was to examine the skies with William’s
hand-built telescopes. In 1781, William came across a body that presented a
small disk. Examination of its movement showed it to be a new planet outside
the orbit of Saturn: Uranus! Sir William (a founder of modern astronomy),
Caroline, and William’s son John went on to discover thousands of astronom-
ical objects.

Uranus is just visible to the naked eye, and had been recorded earlier. All
bodies are affected by all other bodies. No planet can have a perfect ellipti-
cal orbit because it will be pulled on by the other planets. Even taking these
interactions into account, orbital calculations for Uranus showed that it was
never where it was supposed to be. It occurred to John Adams in England
and Urbain Leverrier in France that the problem might be caused by an even
more distant planet. From Uranus’s deviations, they calculated where that
planet might be, both finishing the massive calculations around 1846. John
Galle’s first look at the Berlin Observatory toward Leverrier’s predicted
position revealed Neptune, the planet discovered not so much in the sky
as on paper.

Even with Neptune added, Uranus refused to behave. So astronomers tried
the trick again. In 1930 Clyde Tombaugh found Pluto at the Lowell
Observatory. The “planet” is far too small to have much influence on Uranus,
however, and the discovery proved to be accidental. Accurate masses of the
other planets finally solved Uranus’s problem. Deviations of Solar System
bodies from their predicted paths are so small that there can be no more
large planets.

The End of the Story

In the latter 1800s, small deviations in Mercury’s orbit showed something
wrong with Newtonian theory. The problem was solved by Albert Einstein in
his Theory of Relativity, published as a restricted “special theory” in 1905
and generalized in 1914. The problem is that light is not only the fastest
thing in the Universe, but that its apparent speed in a vacuum is unchange-
able. You can catch a freight train if you run fast enough. If you try to catch
a light wave, however, it will still pass you at the speed of light no matter
how fast you run. This bizarre discovery led to Einstein’s concept of four-
dimensional spacetime (space and time put together), which is distorted by
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relative motion (as you try to catch the light wave, your time slows down,
such that the wave still seems to pass you at the “speed of light”). In relativi-
ty, gravity is seen as a “bending” of spacetime. When the new rules are
applied, everything runs correctly. At low velocities, Newton and Einstein are
indistinguishable, so Newtonian rules work fine in daily life, and for most of
the planetary system as well.



1. What happens to you when you drive in a car around a curve? In which
direction do you try to go?

2. What would happen to your weight if you could double or halve the mass
and/or the diameter of the Earth?

3. Why are elliptical orbits not possible in the real Solar System?

Wheeler, John A. A Journey into Gravity and Spacetime. New York: W.H.
Freeman, 1999.

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996, 2002.

Westfall, Richard S. Never at Rest: A Biography of Isaac Newton. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983.

1. Isaac Newton —
http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Newton.html

2. Newton’s laws — http://a-s.clayton.edu/pratte/jmp5.html

3. Demonstration of Kepler’s laws —
http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/projects/data/KeplersLaws/index.html

4. William Herschel —
http://www.hao.ucar.edu/public/education/sp/images/herschel.html

5. Relativity — http://www.svsu.edu/~slaven/gr
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is James Kaler’s article “Beyond
the Rainbow” in Astronomy.

Consider this . . .

1. What is light, and what makes the different colors of the rainbow?

2. How are atoms put together, and what is meant by the “chemical elements”?

3. How do telescopes allow astronomers to see better and farther?

Introduction

Energy in the Universe is transmitted mostly by radiation, which warms the
day, cools the night, and allows us to see the stars. Not confined to what we
see with our human eyes, but stretching out to encompass radio waves to
X-rays and beyond, light and its partners strongly interact with matter, giving
us the ability to learn stellar secrets with our radiation-collecting telescopes.

Lecture 8:
Reaching Outward

Light

Light, associated with the electromagnetic force, is a form of electromagnetic
radiation in which alternating electric and magnetic fields move at the “speed
of light,” c, 300,000 km/s. Light behaves as both a wave and as a particle. If
a wave, it is characterized by a “wavelength,” which is the physical distance
between wave crests. Or it may be characterized by “frequency,” the number
of wave crests that pass a particular point per second. Wavelength times
frequency always equals speed.

The particle of light is the “photon,” which (since light behaves both ways) is
also characterized by a wavelength or frequency.

Visible light has a very short wavelength. A common unit of length measure-
ment is the “Ångstrom,” which equals a hundred-millionth (10-8) of a centime-
ter. The human eye can see from about 7,500 Å to 4,000 Å. The color you
see depends on wavelength, the “spectrum” or array of colors going from red
longward of about 6,000 Å, then through orange, yellow (5,500 Å), green,
blue, and violet (shortward of about 4,600 Å).

Electromagnetic radiation does not stop at visible light, but extends in both
wavelength directions. To the long side of red is the “infrared,” which near a
wavelength of a millimeter becomes known as “radio.” Radio extends to
wavelengths of kilometers and greater. Shortward of violet light lies the “ultra-
violet” part of the spectrum. From roughly 100 Å to 1 Å is the “X-ray” domain;
shorter waves are called “gamma rays.” There is no known wavelength limit
to either radio or gamma rays. In a vacuum, all kinds of radiation move at the
speed of light.

Photons carry discrete packages of energy. The amount carried is directly
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proportional to the photon’s frequency, or inversely proportional to its wave-
length. Long radio waves are generally benign. Shorter-wave infrared photons
are felt as heat, while visual photons have enough energy to excite the eye.
More energetic ultraviolet photons can burn (ultraviolet radiation from the Sun
the cause of sunburn). X-rays are much more dangerous, and gamma rays
lethal. All kinds of radiation are produced by various astronomical objects.

Atoms and Elements

All matter is made of three fundamental particles. Protons (positive) and
electrons (negative) carry the electromagnetic force and have equal, though
reversed, charges. The neutron carries no charge, but has the same mass as
the proton (6 x 10-27 gram).

An atom consists of a “nucleus” made of protons and neutrons bound togeth-
er by the “strong force,” which at short range overcomes the repulsion of posi-
tive charges. Surrounding the nucleus is an equal number of electrons that are
held there by the attraction of opposite charges. Like light, these particles can
also be treated as waves, so that atoms are NOT miniature “solar systems.”

The “kind” of atom, or “chemical element,” is determined entirely by the num-
ber of protons in the nucleus. Hydrogen has one, helium two, carbon six, iron
twenty-six, uranium ninety-two. Each has a different chemical behavior when
combined with other atoms to make molecules. Removal of electrons from an
atom “ionizes” it, giving it a positive electric charge. Most of the matter in the
Universe is ionized. You can also vary the number of neutrons to create “iso-
topes” of atoms. Hydrogen, with one proton only, is hydrogen-1. But you can
attach a neutron to it and make hydrogen-2 (“deuterium”), which is a part of
nature. Most carbon has 6 protons and 6 neutrons and is carbon-12; add a
neutron and you make carbon-13. Too many or too few neutrons make the
atom fall apart with the release of high-speed particles and radiation, making
it “radioactive” and potentially quite dangerous. Many elements (uranium,
radium) have no stable isotopes at all.

Interaction

Matter (atoms and molecules) interact strongly with radiation, both emitting
and absorbing it. An ideal radiator, the “black body,” absorbs ALL radiation
falling upon it. A body that absorbs energy must heat up. To maintain a con-
stant temperature, the blackbody must also lose energy by radiation, so
blackbodies can be bright to the eye. At low temperatures (say 100 Kelvin),
a radiator can emit only low-energy radio waves. At 1,000 Kelvin, however, it
will emit both infrared and radio. At several thousand Kelvin out come visual,
infrared, and radio. At a million Kelvin we get it all, from gamma ray to radio.
The wavelength in the spectrum where most of the radiation is emitted
depends on the inverse of the temperature, so finding the maximum point
allows us to determine temperature remotely. The total amount of energy
radiated per unit area per second is proportional to temperature to the fourth
power. Double the temperature of the Sun (keeping the radius the same),
and it would shine sixteen times more brightly. Measuring the radiative lumi-
nosity per unit area of a source (which requires knowing both its total lumi-
nosity and size) again leads to temperature. That of the Sun, which behaves
much like a blackbody, is 5,780 Kelvin.



“Thermal” radiation from a blackbody results from its heat. There are
numerous other ways of creating “non-thermal” radiation that do not involve
heat, one of which makes medical X-rays. (Your dentist does not have a
100,000 Kelvin blackbody.)

The electrons belonging to individual atoms and ions in a low-density gas
can absorb radiation at particular, very well defined, wavelengths. Radiation
from an incandescent light bulb has all the colors of the spectrum. Pass the
light through a box of gaseous hydrogen and it will absorb the light at 6,563
Å (red), 4,861 Å (blue), 4,340 Å (violet), and at a host of other wavelengths,
the gaps in the spectrum called “absorption lines.” What is absorbed must
be emitted, so the box looked at by itself will radiate not the whole spectrum,
but specific bright “emission lines.” This pattern is unique to hydrogen. Other
atoms and ions have different unique patterns. Sunlight has thousands of
absorptions, which when disentangled and matched with laboratory data tell
us what is in the Sun. Knowing how much energy each “line” emits or
absorbs together with the known efficiency of absorption (which depends on
temperature and density, also derivable from the absorptions) allows us to
determine the solar chemical composition. The chemistries of other stars,
planets, and other bodies are determined the same way. Spectrum lines in
either absorption or emission are seen from the gamma ray through the
radio, the latter allowing the study of conditions in interstellar space.

If the source of a wave approaches you, the wavelengths appear shorter.
Conversely, if the source is receding, the wavelengths appear longer. This
“Doppler effect” is readily noted in sound waves from approaching or reced-
ing vehicles. The Doppler effect causes shifts in the wavelengths of spectral
absorption (and emission) lines that are directly proportional to the source
velocities. The differences between the measured wavelengths and the
absolute wavelengths (those for bodies at rest relative to each other) give the
velocities of approach or recession. The Doppler effect is applied to planets,
stars, and galaxies to learn about their motions and dynamics.

Telescopes

To study the Universe, we must collect and record light. The purpose of a
telescope is (1) to make things brighter, thereby allowing us to see stars and
other objects that are inherently dimmer, and (2) to allow the discrimination of
fine detail.

The original telescopes used glass lenses to bend or refract the light from a
star (or planet) to a focus. Another lens (an “eyepiece”) placed behind the
focus allows the observer to view the image. Photographic film placed at the
focus will permanently record it. The larger the lens, the more light it collects,
and the brighter the image, according to the square of the lens’s diameter.
Telescopes are named by diameter. The largest refractor is the 40-inch (1
meter) telescope at the Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin. Astronomers no
longer look through telescopes, nor even use photography, which has been
replaced by electronic imaging.

Short waves refract more than long waves, so the images created by refrac-
tors may be colorfully blurred. Moreover, there is a size limit imposed by the
physical flexure of glass. The solution to these limitations, invented by Newton,
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is to use a curved mirror to reflect starlight to a focus. Reflecting telescopes
otherwise behave the same way as refractors. All colors of light reflect the
same way, and there is thus far no limit to how large you can make them.
Single mirrors go up to eight meters across. The largest reflectors in exis-
tence, ten meters wide, use multiple smaller mirrors. Modern telescopes are
placed at remote locations at high altitudes to avoid artificial lighting and to
minimize the blurring effects of twinkling (caused by variable refraction in the
atmosphere) that destroys any view of fine detail.

At the telescope’s focus we can place a camera to image the field of
view, or a “spectrograph” to spread the light into its component colors for
spectral analysis.

We can similarly observe in other wavelength domains. Radio telescopes
use huge parabolic dishes to reflect radio waves to sensitive antennas, allow-
ing the radio astronomer to make a radio picture of the sky much as we might
make a photograph. Radio spectrographs allow the observation of spectrum
lines and spectral analysis. Radio astronomers do not “listen” to radio waves,
but “look” at them. There is nothing to listen to but natural static, no audio sig-
nal riding aboard them. Radio waves are so long that radio telescopes reveal
inherently little detail. To offset that problem, they must be made very large.
The biggest radio telescopes consist of separate smaller telescopes linked
electronically to create an “interferometer” that mimics a single telescope the
size of the separation. The largest, of continental size, can produce extraordi-
narily detailed images.

During the latter half of the twentieth century, astronomers expanded obser-
vations throughout the whole spectrum, through the infrared and then on to
the ultraviolet, X-ray, and even the gamma ray region. Much of the infrared is
blocked by the Earth’s atmosphere, as is nearly all of the ultraviolet, and all
X-rays and gamma rays (otherwise there could be no life on Earth). To
observe the forbidden spectral regions, we place telescopes on spacecraft
above the Earth’s absorbing blanket of air. Dozens of such telescopes have
been “flown.” The most famed is the Hubble Space Telescope. While not
large (only 2.4 meters), it has an unprecedented view of the optical spectrum
with no twinkling to get in the way. It also has ultraviolet and infrared capabili-
ty, and during its tenure in low Earth orbit has produced some of the most
stunning science and imagery in all of astronomy.
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1. Think of all the things around you that radiate electromagnetic energy.
What might be dangerous, what not?

2. How do we find the nature of astronomical objects without bringing them
into the laboratory?

3. Why do astronomers work so hard to make telescopes as big as possible?

Kaler, James B. “Beyond the Rainbow.” Astronomy, September 2000, p. 38.

Close, Frank, Michael Marten, and Christine Sutton. The Particle Explosion.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1987.

Hearnshaw, J.B. The Analysis of Starlight. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1986.

King, Henry C. The History of the Telescope. New York: Dover, reprint, 1979.

Petersen, Carolyn C., and John C. Brandt. Hubble Vision. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995.
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2. Timeline of atomic discoveries —
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3. The biggest telescopes — http://www.seds.org/billa/bigeyes.html

4. Hubble Space Telescope — http://oposite.stsci.edu
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Earth and Moon Together

With an equatorial diameter of 12,756 km (7,926 miles) and a mass of
6 x 1024 kilograms (6 followed by twenty-four zeros), the Earth is nearly four
times the diameter of the Moon (3,476 km, 2,160 miles), and contains eighty-
two times the lunar mass, the two separated by an average of 384,400 km
(238,900 miles).

Earth and Moon are partners that travel around the Sun together. Gravity is
always mutual. The Moon actually does not
go around the Earth. Instead, each body
orbits a “common center of mass,” the two
going around the other just shy of once a
month. Since the Earth is eighty-two times
more massive than the Moon, the center of
mass is 1/82 from the center of the Earth to
the Moon, or 4,700 km from the Earth’s
center and inside the Earth.

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Michael Light’s Full Moon.

Consider this . . .

1. How do we look at the Earth as one of the planets, and how does it relate
to the others?

2. How does the Moon affect us and how does it relate to Earth?

3. What is inside the Earth that drives what we see on the surface?

Introduction

We now enter the arena of physical astronomy in which we reach out to learn
the real natures of the planets. No longer just little points of light moving
against the constellations, we see them as actual worlds. But first we reverse
the direction of investigation, and look inward to examine our own world as
one of them, the Earth as planet, the Moon as planet as well, our domain
consisting of both, the only places humans have ever walked.

Lecture 9:
Our Domain:

Earth and the Moon
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On its way to Jupiter, the Galileo spacecraft shot this
portrait of the Earth and Moon together. (The apparent
small distance between the two is the result of severe
foreshortening.) Note the contrast of the dry, rocky,
airless grey-brown Moon with the cloud-covered
blue-white Earth.
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The Earth and Moon raise tides in each other. The lunar gravity is stronger on
the side of the Earth facing the Moon, weaker on the other side. The differential
gravitational force across the Earth causes it to be stretched out on a line to the
Moon. The solid tide, about a meter high, is insensible but measurable. The tide
in the Earth’s flowable oceans, however, is obvious: as we rotate under the tidal
bulge, the water at the beach goes up and down. Solar tides add to the effect.
Tides raised by the Earth on the Moon have stopped the lunar rotation relative
to us, and we therefore see only one side. In return, the Moon slows the Earth
down at the rate of 0.00015 seconds per century.

The ages of rocks since solidification can be found by comparing the amount of
a radioactive element with the amount of its daughter product while knowing the
decay rate. The oldest Earth rocks are about 4 billion years old, while the oldest
rocks of the Moon stretch back to 4.5 billion. Meteorites (rocks from the asteroid
belt) hold the record at 4.56 billion, which is taken as the age of the Solar
System and thus that of the Earth and Moon. Earth and Moon formed at about
the same time, but in a hot state. It took the Earth longer to cool, so its oldest
rocks are younger.

Earth and Its Nature

The Earth’s surface has a “bi-level” structure, with elevated continents and
low basins that contain the oceans, which constitute around four-fifths of the
Earth’s surface. Though the Earth seems “wet,” it is actually quite dry, as the
oceans average only about 3 km deep on a planet 13,000 km wide.
Nevertheless, we still have much more water than the Moon or any of the
other terrestrial planets.

Earth’s surface is dynamic. Mountain ranges that would ordinarily be
reduced by erosion stand tall, showing them to be continuously rebuilt.
Within these mountainous zones we are subject to shaking earthquakes and
find volcanoes that spew molten rock onto the surrounding countryside.
Such activity is strongly concentrated around the Pacific Ocean basin (the
“Ring of Fire”) and largely confined to specific regions within continents.
Volcanoes, as well as direct measurements, show that the temperature
increases toward the inside of the Earth. Though oversimplified, we can
divide volcanoes into those with a “hard” lava that can violently explode (like
those of the western United States), and “shield” volcanoes with runny lava,
of which Hawaii is the best example. Earthquakes can also take place in the
calmer interiors of continents.

The Earth’s average density of 5.5 grams per cubic centimeter is much
greater than that of surface rocks, which implies the existence of a dense
core that is assumed (because of its abundance) to be iron mixed with some
nickel. Earthquakes initiate various kinds of waves that are transmitted both
across the surface and through the solid body of Earth. Observation of these
waves by seismographs spread around the globe allow geologists to con-
struct a detailed picture of the terrestrial interior.

The iron core constitutes about one third the mass and one half the radius of
the Earth. The outer half of the core (by radius) is liquid, whereas the inner
half is solidified by high pressure in spite of a temperature that reaches seven
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thousand degrees Kelvin. Convection (in which hot matter rises, cool matter
falls) and other circulation in the outer liquid core creates the Earth’s magnet-
ic field. Surrounding the core is a hot silicate “mantle” rich in iron, magne-
sium, aluminum, and other common elements that constitutes two-thirds of
the Earth’s mass. On the top is the thin, cold, solidified “crust” that averages
10 km thick beneath the oceans to around 60 km under the lighter-rock conti-
nents, which float upon the deep mantle. Volcanic material and ocean beds
are made of light calcium and aluminum-bearing silicates called “basalts.”
The basalts of the ocean basins range from zero age to only 200 million
years, showing continuous creation and destruction of crust.

The upper part of the mantle is a hot, flowable plastic that is in a state of slow
convection, the force of which has broken the crust into sixteen or more “plates.”
Upwelling mantle rock breaks through to the surface as new crust at undersea
plate boundaries that form “ridge” systems, the most dramatic of which is the
mid-Atlantic ridge that stretches down the spine of the Atlantic Ocean. The new
crust pushes the continents across the mantle. As seen by their outlines, South
America was once attached to Africa (and North America to Europe); 120 million
years ago, they broke apart and are now separating by a few centimeters per
year (the drift rate measured with radio interferometers).

There is no room for the new crust, so at the plate boundaries that make
leading continental edges, old oceanic crust dives downward. The “collision”
produces mountain ranges, while light melting rock leaks upward to create
volcanoes and the Ring of Fire. Continental collisions have a similar effect,
the Himalayas thrown up by a collision between India and China. Shield

Mantle convection has cracked the Earth’s crust into numerous plates, whose motions and colli-
sions raise mountains and create earthquakes and volcanoes.
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volcanoes are created by upward-welling plumes that break through the
crust. This theory of “plate tectonics” solves most of the mysteries of the
Earth’s surface. Of the terrestrial planets, only the Earth creates and retains
enough heat (most generated by the radioactive decay of uranium) to have
such activity.

The Earth’s atmosphere, second in thickness among terrestrial planets after
Venus, is unique in having a large portion of molecular oxygen (19 percent).
Most of the rest is molecular nitrogen (80 percent), while the remainder is
mostly argon (1 percent). Mixed in are dozens of trace components that
include water vapor and carbon dioxide. While seeming thick to us, the breath-
able air is less than 10 km deep. The Earth is heated by sunlight to around
300 Kelvin, and cools with the emission of infrared radiation. Water and car-
bon dioxide have powerful absorptions in the infrared that trap heat, this
“greenhouse effect” making the Earth warm enough to keep the oceans liquid.

The Earth’s magnetic field, created by circulation in the liquid iron core,
stretches out to trap particles from a steady flow of matter from the Sun,
thereby protecting us from this energetic “solar wind.” Violent solar-wind out-
bursts that hit the Earth interact with our magnetic field and atmosphere to
create the northern and southern lights.

The Desolate Moon

By contrast, the
Moon has no conti-
nents, no plate tec-
tonics, and neither
significant atmos-
phere nor water
(though some ice
may exist in shad-
owed basins at the
poles). Instead, the
surface is covered
with countless
impact craters and
basins. A crater is

The lunar surface is a
wasteland of blasted-
out crater fields that
surround giant, dark,
lava-filled impact
basins. Neither water
nor wind is present to
erode the surface
away. In the southern
highlands we look back
to more than four billion
years ago.
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formed when a high-speed (say 30 km/s)
impacting rock from space compresses,
fractures, and partially melts the surface
rock. When the compression is relieved,
the surface springs back, creating a hole
surrounded by the ejecta, much of which
piles into a circular rim.

The lunar surface is broadly divided into
two types of terrain, the heavily cratered
lunar “highlands” and lightly cratered, circu-
lar basins. The basins are wholly or partial-
ly filled with dark volcanic rock that creates
the waterless lunar “seas” (or “maria”),
which are visible to the naked eye and
make the “man in the Moon.” They are
gigantic impact features whose creation
wiped out any trace of previous cratering.
The “lunar mountains” are the basin rims.
The lunar soil (“regolith”) is made of rock
crushed and annealed by billions of years
of bombardment.

The chemical composition of the crustal
rocks indicates that the early Moon was
covered at least once by a liquid “magma
ocean.” The rocks brought back by astro-
nauts show the cratered highlands to be
the oldest part of the lunar surface. They
record a time of “heavy bombardment”
caused when the cooled crust swept up
the debris of the recently formed Solar
System. The huge basins formed later, not
quite 4 billion years ago. The impacts were
so great that over the next billion years
lava leaked upward to flood the basin
floors to create the maria. Over the past 3
billion years, the cratering (and lava-flow)
rate has been much less. A few large
recent impacts produced craters with bright
“rays” made of strings of secondary
craters. The cratering rate on the Moon
combined with known ages is crucial to our
understanding the ages of other planetary
surfaces. The Earth has been similarly
struck, but the record is constantly worn away by erosion and
tectonic processes. Nevertheless, about two hundred terrestrial impact
craters are recognized.

The Apollo astronauts not only brought back lunar rock, but left behind reflec-
tors that allow the distance of the Moon to be measured by laser range-finding

OBSERVING THE MOON

The Moon is so close that even
a small telescope can provide
hours of entertainment. Look
first at the Moon in its quarter or
gibbous phase. The first thing
you see is the huge number of
craters. The craters are best
visible at the “terminator,” the
lunar sunrise or sunset line,
where their rims and interior
mountain peaks (caused by
slumping of rock after crater for-
mation) cast long shadows.
Look for high peaks just over
the dark side of the terminator
that are either just catching the
first rays of sunlight or are going
into a two-week night. The
mountain ranges on the Moon
stand out around the circular
impact basins that contain the
dark maria. Note the small num-
ber of maria craters. Around
some of the big craters you will
see vast ejecta blankets, made
of the stuff that was thrown out
of the holes. With higher power
the maria reveal “wrinkle
ridges,” formed by the slumping
of heavy lava in the basins, as
well as “rilles,” long-dead col-
lapsed tubes where lava once
flowed. Looking at the full Moon,
all the shadows disappear, and
the craters become hard to see.
Full Moon is “ray time,” when
the splash marks from geologi-
cally “new” craters are best visi-
ble, allowing you to pick out the
latest in lunar impacts.
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and seismographs with which to study moonquakes. These, the lack of any
global magnetic field, and the lack of interaction with the solar wind show that
the Moon has little if any iron core.

Chemical and orbital evidence suggest that the Moon was created when a
Mars-sized body hit the primitive Earth. Some of the hot debris went into orbit
around the Earth and congealed to form the Moon. While the Moon was once
hot, its small mass allowed it to cool quickly. Our companion is now cold and
dead throughout, its 70-km-thick one-plate crust overlying a frozen mantle.

Apollo 11 astronaut Edwin “Buzz”
Aldrin, the second person to walk
on the surface of the Moon, was
photographed by the first person
to set foot there, Neil Armstrong.
Aldrin stands against the stark
background of the sterile lunar
regolith, which was formed
by billions of years of
meteoric bombardment.

© NASA



1. Contrast the many ways in which the Earth differs from the Moon.

2. Examine a relief map of Earth and identify the regions where plates may
be colliding.

3. Explain how the Moon has come to be a chronographic model for the
Solar System.

Light, Michael. Full Moon. New York, Knopf, 1999.

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Morrison, David. Exploring Planetary Worlds. New York: Freeman, 1993.

1. Lunar facts —
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/moonfact.html

2. Earth and Moon facts —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets/earth.html

3. Photogallery of Earth and Moon —
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/photo_gallery/photogallery-earthmoon.html

4. The astronauts really did go to the Moon —
http://www.badastronomy.com/bad/tv/foxapollo.html

5. Origin of the Moon —
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/outreach/origin/
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All Together Now

Earth is the largest and most massive of the five of the terrestrial planets
(counting our Moon), followed by Venus, Mars, Mercury, and the Moon. In
atmospheric thickness, the ranking changes slightly, Venus leading, then
Earth, Mars, and at the low end with practically none are Mercury and the
Moon. The Earth leads the wetness parade, but now Mars is in second place,
then Venus,
Mercury, and
the Moon all
the way down
at the bottom.
They all differ
wildly in sur-
face features
and activity. At
the same
time, all have
similar con-
structions, an
iron core
inside a rocky
silicate mantle topped by a thin crust, the result of being close to the Sun
rather than far away like the Jovians. The differences among them are also

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is J. Kelly Beatty, Carolyn Collins
Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin’s (eds.) The New Solar System.

Introduction

The Earth is the paradigm for all the other inner planets. Our home tells us
what to expect of them, while study of each tells us more about Earth, every
one of the five terrestrial planets (counting the Moon) a natural experiment.
Yet for all their similarities, all are strikingly different, the result of differing
masses and distances from the Sun. If nothing else, their examination tells us
how lucky we are to live on our beautiful home.

Lecture 10:
Iron Planets:

Mercury, Venus, and Mars

THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS COMPARED WITH EARTHa

Diameter Diameter Mass Gravity
Planet (km) (Earths) (Earths) Rotationb (Earths)

Mercury 4,880 0.38 0.055 58.6 d 0.38

Venus 12,104 0.91 0.815 243.0 d 0.90

Moon 3,476 0.27 0.012 27.3 d 0.17

Mars 6,742 0.53 0.107 24.6 hr 0.38

a Earth’s equatorial diameter and mass are 12,756 km and 5.97 x 1027 gm.
b Sidereal day, with respect to the stars, not the Sun.

Consider this . . .

1. How are the other terrestrial planets similar to Earth?

2. And how do they differ, and why?

3. And then what about life?
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due to distance from the Sun as well as to
mass, the latter also related to position.

Iron Mercury

Aside from Pluto, Mercury has the most
eccentric orbit, its distance from the Sun
changing by 50 percent between perihelion
and aphelion. Its rotation period (relative to
the stars, found by radar) is exactly two-
thirds of its orbital period of eighty-eight
days, the result of tidal locking onto the Sun
coupled with the eccentric orbit. The odd
rotation leads to a solar day (interval
between successive sunrises) of two
Mercurian years, or 176 Earth days.

The synchronous rotation roasts one side,
then the other, under the nearby perihelion
Sun, creating two hot spots. At perihelion
“noon” the surface temperature hits as high
as 740 Kelvin (873ºF), while during the
long night it falls to 90 Kelvin (-297ºF).

Mercury is too close to the Sun to allow a
good view from Earth. Nearly everything
we know about its construction and surface
comes from three flybys of Mariner 10 in
1974–1975. The planet is covered
with craters and basins much (but
not so densely) as is the Moon,
and clearly suffered through the
heavy bombardment. The surface
must therefore be about as old as
the lunar highlands, roughly 4 bil-
lion years. Between the craters are
“intercrater plains” that tell of
ancient volcanic flooding. With a
diameter of 1,350 km, the “Caloris
Basin” is third in size behind only
the Moon’s south pole Aitken
basin, which is twice as big, and
Mars’s monstrous Hellas.

Relative to the planet’s size,
Mercury’s iron-nickel core is larger
than any other, occupying three-
quarters of the diameter. The small
mantle mass is in part due to prox-
imity to the Sun, but some of the
blame must fall to stripping by
violent impacts.

RADAR

Radar works by bouncing radio
signals off speeding cars, air-
planes, or planets, and then
receiving the returned signal.
Send a pulse of radio energy
and time how long it takes to
return. Since radio waves travel
at the known speed of light, we
can find the distance to the tar-
get. Now send a beam of radio
energy at a precisely known
wavelength. The returned signal
will be Doppler-shifted according
to the relative velocity along the
line of sight. The combination of
techniques allows the mapping
of the source. The culmination of
radar studies was the Magellan
mission to Venus. In orbit about
the planet between 1990 and
1993, the craft mapped nearly
the entire Venusian surface.

Mariner 10 showed Mercury to be covered
with impact craters. Near the day-night
division at left is the huge Caloris basin.
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Venus, the Fraternal Twin

In mass and radius, Venus is very nearly a twin of Earth. But not an identi-
cal one, as the two planets are about as far apart in other characteristics
as possible.

Mercury is difficult to study because of its proximity to the Sun, while Venus
long remained mysterious because of complete and perpetual cloud cover.
However, radar, both from Earth and from orbiting spacecraft, has given us a
marvelous view of a planet both similar to and remarkably different from Earth.

Joining Uranus and Pluto, Venus rotates backwards, the stars (if you could
see them) rising and setting every 243 days, the solar day 117 Earth-days
long. The odd rotation may be caused by solar tides acting on the thick
atmosphere, which when coupled to the planet, gradually changed its spin.

Radio and infrared observations show Venus’s surface to be heated to 750
Kelvin (891ºF), making the planet hotter than Mercury. Moreover, Venus is
the same temperature day or night. The high temperature is the result of a
deep atmosphere and an immense greenhouse effect. At the surface, the
pressure of the air is ninety-eight times that of the Earth, while the composi-
tion is 96 percent carbon dioxide and 4 percent nitrogen. Venus has practi-
cally no water. The thick clouds, 50 km high, are instead made primarily of
sulfuric acid. Earth and Venus have similar amounts of carbon. Thanks to
atmospheric water and the oceans, on Earth it is in the crust, while on dry
Venus it is in the hot dry air.

Radar shows Venus to lie mostly at one level that consists of rolling plains.
Two rises look something like “continents,” Aphrodite Terra lying near the
equator, Ishtar Terra near the north pole. Other smaller rises are scattered
around. While mountains in Ishtar (Maxwell Montes) climb as high as 12 km

A false-colored view of Venus taken
during the Mariner 10 flyby shows thick
swirls of clouds that completely hide
the surface. The clouds, made of sulfu-
ric acid, float in a thick carbon dioxide
atmosphere about 50 km above the
planet’s hot surface.
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Radar data of Venus from the Magellan spacecraft can be manipulated to give a three-dimensional
view, as if one were gazing across the surface. Here we see a great volcanic plain. At center is
Sapas Mons, a 1.5-kilometer high shield volcano 400 km across. On the horizon is another,
Maat Mons.

(7.5 miles), taller than Everest, there are no mountain ranges as on Earth,
implying no plate tectonics. Instead, the surface is covered with solidified
lava, one thousand shield volcanoes, and strange volcanic forms unknown on
our planet. There is ample evidence for fault canyons caused by crustal
breaking, but none for continental drift.

About one thousand impact craters have been mapped. They are randomly
distributed, and all large, as small impacting rocks cannot get through the
thick atmosphere intact. From their number and the known impact rate on the
Moon, Venus’s surface appears everywhere to be well under a billion years
old, suggestive of a massive volcanic flood that repaved the surface and
wiped out all the old craters.

Venus appears to have been subject to a “runaway greenhouse effect.” Its
proximity to the Sun would have evaporated water from any oceans it may
have had. The water floated upward to be broken down by sunlight into
hydrogen and oxygen, while the light hydrogen escaped into space. With less
water, the carbon could not be set into the crust, it and sulfur combining into
carbon dioxide and sulfuric acid. The hotter it got, the more water cooked
away until there was none left. The result is a thick atmosphere and hot plan-
et. The high heat softens the surface rocks and changes the geology. Venus
loses its heat from its interior vertically, in volcanoes and volcanic bulges,
while the Earth loses its heat more “horizontally,” with sliding plates. The
planet has no magnetic field and may have a frozen iron core.
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Mars, the Peaceful Warrior

Though considerably smaller than Earth, reddish Mars is much more like our
planet than is Venus. Its day is almost the same length, as is the obliquity of its
ecliptic, which produces much the same seasons we have here. The planet
sports dark markings that change with the seasons, and Earthlike polar caps. As
winter comes on, the polar caps expand to lower latitudes, and then retreat in
the spring. The orbit is rather eccentric, causing a 20 percent variation in dis-
tance. As a result, southern hemisphere seasons are more extreme than those
in the northern hemisphere. The view to the surface is mostly clear except for
occasional planet-wide dust storms that obscure the view. Clouds occasionally
drift over high mountains. The red color comes from iron oxide in the dusty sur-
face “soil.”

Mars is farther from the Sun than Earth. And while the atmosphere is most-
ly carbon dioxide (much like Venus), it is very thin, having only 0.007 the
pressure of Earth’s. The planet is therefore cold, the temperature reaching at
most to the freezing point of water. While the permanent ice caps are in part
water ice, the temporary caps, those that expand in winter, are dry ice,
frozen carbon dioxide “snow.” The sparse clouds are made of both water
and dry ice.

A fleet of spacecraft have studied Mars close-up and have even landed on
its surface. Mars’s southern hemisphere is covered with impact craters, and
is therefore ancient. Two great impact basins dominate, one of which (the
Hellas Basin) is the largest known, 2,000 km across, 9 km deep. For
unknown reasons, the northern hemisphere is entirely different, and contains
massive bulges and shield volcanoes. One, Olympus Mons, on the vast
Tharsis Bulge, towers 21 km high, 2.5 times higher than Everest, while oth-
ers on a nearby ridge are comparable. Associated with Tharsis is the
immense Mariner Valley, a fault canyon over 4,000 km long caused by
crustal stretching.

A spectacular global view of Mars taken
with the Hubble Space Telescope shows
reddish, dust-covered plains, the south
polar ice cap, dust storms and icy clouds
surrounding the north pole, and the huge
Hellas basin at lower right.©
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The atmospheric pressure is too low to
allow liquid water. However, while the
planet is now dry, there is overwhelming
evidence of once-running and standing
water. The southern hemisphere contains
dry tributary river systems. In the northern
hemisphere are vast “runoff channels”
through which water catastrophically
flooded, perhaps as a result of broken ice
dams or massive volcanism. Though the
point is argued, the outflows may have
caused a large northern ocean that cov-
ered the plains between the volcanic
bulges. Liquid water requires a thick
atmosphere, leading to the conclusion that
Mars was once much more like Earth, but
lost its atmosphere because of its low
gravity. While some of the water is now
tied up at the poles, most of it may be
below the surface in the frozen ground.

The two Viking landers, which settled to
the ground in the northern hemisphere,
found a bleak boulder-littered, dusty ter-
rain. The machines carried automated
laboratories to search for signs of life.
None were found. Great impacts have
kicked rocks off the Martian surface into
orbit around the Sun. A few later arrived
here as meteorites, giving us a chance to
take pieces of the planet into the lab. One
seemed to contain “microfossils,” though

EARLY VIEWS OF
VENUS AND MARS

Close to the Sun, Venus was
once thought to harbor a tropical
climate, some thinking it compati-
ble with life. “Tropical” is hardly
the word for a world so severe
that it seems unlikely that astro-
nauts will ever walk it. Mars’s
story is much more dramatic.
Fine lines seen from Earth once
gave the impression of “canals”
that suggested civilization. As
spring comes on, dark areas
change their size, some students
of the planet suggesting that they
even looked green. It seemed
obvious that Martians built the
canals to bring water from the
polar caps to irrigate their crops.
Newspaper publishers, seeing
visions of increased sales, told
stories of what the Martians must
look like. Flyby spacecraft in the
1960s showed the canals to be
illusions, the seasonal variations
in the dark markings caused by
wind-blown dust. Many more
spacecraft followed, both to orbit
the planet and to set down on its
surface, none finding any evi-
dence at all that anyone ever
walked the Martian plains.

A mosaic of part of the northern
hemisphere of Mars made by the
orbiting Viking spacecraft shows the
spectacular 4,000-kilometer-long
Mariner Valley, and to the left three
giant shield volcanoes that lie atop the
vast Tharsis Bulge.
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most scientists argued that they were simply of geological origin. While there
is no real evidence for life on the planet, it cannot yet be excluded, giving us
the drive for further, even human, exploration, on this Earthlike world.

Moons are rare in the inner Solar System. Mercury and Venus have none, the
Earth has one as the result of an accidental collision, and Mars has two tiny
ones (Phobos and Deimos) that are most likely captured asteroids. Phobos, the
larger of the pair, is but twenty-five kilometers across, and is so close to Mars
that its orbital period is less than the Martian day, and therefore it rises in the
west and sets in the east.

The Goldilocks Effect

Venus is a runaway oven with no water to speak of, while Mars is a run-
away refrigerator with nothing but frozen “tundra.” Earth, large and in the
middle, is “just right” for sustained liquid water, which is why we are here.
A little bit closer to the Sun, or a bit farther away, and we would not be.

The Mars Pathfinder lander examines the bleak, dusty, boulder-filled reddish landscape of the “twin
peaks” area. Imagine living there.
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1. Why are Mercury and Venus so very difficult to study, and what can be
done about it?

2. What would it be like to walk on Mercury, Venus, and Mars?

3. Think on the progression of properties of the terrestrial planets with
distance from the Sun and what it might mean.

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Boyce, Joseph M. The Smithsonian Book of Mars. Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002.

Morrison, David. Exploring Planetary Worlds. New York: Freeman, 1993.

Sheehan, William, and Stephen O’Meara. The Lure of the Red Planet.
Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2001.

1. General planetary science —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets

2. General planetary science —
http://wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/USGSFlag/Space/wall

3. General planetary science —
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets

4. Magellan mission to Venus — http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/magellan

5. Various missions to Mars — http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is David H. Levy’s Impact
Jupiter: The Crash of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.

Consider this . . .

1. If Jupiter and Saturn are so far away, how can they (especially Jupiter)
appear so bright?

2. How do Jupiter’s moons, found by Galileo, differ from our Moon?

3. What are Saturn’s famed rings made of, and where are Jupiter’s?

Introduction

Two giants dominate the Solar System, Jupiter and Saturn, the latter merely
the backup to the former, the real boss who runs the planetary show. Jupiter
provides us with a madly spinning world of gorgeous clouds, matter under
weird conditions impossible to replicate in the lab, and a lethal environment, all
surrounded by a family of satellites, the largest of which rival the inner planets
in size. Farther out, similar Saturn, with its stunning ring system, is a veritable
icon of astronomy, its moons presenting a variety unknown anywhere else.
The two planets have been observed by several spacecraft, among them the
two Pioneers, the two Voyagers, and orbiting Galileo (Jupiter only).

Lecture 11:
Monsters of the Midway:
Jupiter and Saturn

The Big Four

Far beyond the inner planets, from 5 to 30 AU, lie much larger worlds. Of the
two, Jupiter and Saturn are similar, as are Uranus and Neptune. Each pair
differs from the other almost as much as they do from the terrestrial planets,
ultimately as a result of their distance from the Sun. Though distant, their
huge sizes make Jupiter and Saturn quite bright, Jupiter exceeded only by
Venus (and on rare occasion, Mars).

By Jove

Jupiter holds nearly all the planetary records. At 318 Earth masses, it has
thrice the mass of Saturn and over double the mass of all the rest of the plan-
ets put together. Jupiter’s diameter is 143,000 km (11.2 Earths across). The
magnetic field is fourteen times as strong as Earth’s, and the “day” is only nine
hours and fifty-five minutes long. (Yet keep perspective; as large as Jupiter is,
it has only 1/10 the solar diameter and but 1/1000 the solar mass.) The result-
ing average density is 1.3 times that of water.

Jupiter’s beauty is worthy of an art gallery. Through the telescope we see col-
ored bright and dark cloud bands that stretch parallel to the equator.
Equatorial winds blowing at over 350 km/hr in the direction of rotation make
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the planet appear to spin faster
than it actually does. Everywhere
we see turbulent eddies caused by
the mad rotation. The best of them
is the Great Red Spot, a high-pres-
sure “storm” that is twice the size
of Earth and that has been present
for well over three hundred years.

Unlike the terrestrial planets,
Jupiter has essentially the same
chemical composition as the Sun,
90 percent hydrogen, 10 percent
helium (by number of atoms), with
a small admixture of all the other
stuff. All we see is a cloudy atmos-
phere made of mostly molecular
hydrogen (H2). The highest clouds
are made of ammonia crystals,
while farther down lie those of
ammonium hydrosulfide, and finally
(probably) water, the colors proba-
bly coming from sulfur compounds.
Into all this are mixed various
hydrocarbons, including methane,
ethane, and acetylene.

Jupiter’s surface temperature of 124 Kelvin is 15 Kelvin hotter than expected
from solar heating, showing that the planet creates 40 percent of its own heat,
which would cause it to glow on its own in the infrared and radio (while shining
in the optical only by reflected light). Even with a core temperature of 20,000
Kelvin, Jupiter is far too cool inside to be any kind of “star.” The internal heat
comes not from nuclear fusion, but from slow gravitational contraction.

COMET COLLISIONS

Comets, leftover debris from the early Solar System, are dirty iceballs that
loop in long skinny orbits around the Sun. In 1993, Gene Shoemaker and
David Levy discovered one oddly in orbit about Jupiter. It was apparently
captured from its solar orbit when it passed too close to the giant planet and
its family of satellites. The fragile comet came so close to Jupiter that it was
ripped by tides into nearly two dozen fragments each a few hundred meters
wide—if that. The Sun gradually elongated the orbit until Jupiter just got in
the way. Over a week’s period in July of 1994, one after the other slammed
into Jupiter’s cloudy atmosphere, leaving behind dark dusty blotches and
dredging up sulfur and some water. The most important lesson to be learned
is that giant planetary impacts are not a thing of the past, but happen still on
a regular—if infrequent— basis, such planets including Earth as well.

Jupiter’s ammonia cloud belts and swirling storms
are revealed in exquisite detail by the Hubble Space
Telescope. Down and to the right is the Great Red
Spot. Twice the size of Earth and spinning with a
period of six days, it is a high pressure “cyclone” of
sorts, and the largest “storm” in the Solar System.
The insets show its dynamics and rotation.
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Jupiter has no solid surface. About 1,000 km down, the molecular hydrogen
becomes a liquid mush, which about 20 percent of the way in turns into a liq-
uid metallic form under the huge pressures. Deep within may be a 15-Earth-
mass ball of heavy-element “rock” and “ice,” the latter made of water,
methane, and ammonia.

Circulation of the liquid metallic hydrogen generates Jupiter’s powerful mag-
netic field, which traps particles from the Sun to create a lethal “magnetos-
phere” that the solar wind blows backward all the way to Saturn! Acceler-
ating particles radiate to help make Jupiter one of the brightest radio
sources in the sky.

Glorious Saturn

What one says about Jupiter is largely true of Saturn. The planet’s mass is
a third that of Jupiter, which lowers the gravity and allows it to puff outward,
making it 120,000 km across, nearly Jupiter’s size. A rotation period of ten
hours forty minutes, just shy of Jupiter’s, makes this lowest-density (70 per-
cent that of water) of all planets notably flattened at its poles. Obscured by a
methane haze, the cloud belts (again ammonia crystals at the top) are not
as visible as Jupiter’s, but at the equator blow even faster, close to 1700
km/hr. While the magnetic field is notably weaker than Jupiter’s, only 0.7 the
strength of Earth’s, Saturn’s internal heat source is slightly more significant.
“Storms” are the scene here as well, the most prominent the “Great White
Spot,” which appears seasonally.

Moons

Each of the two giants has an extensive system of satellites. Jupiter’s is
dominated by four very large moons that were discovered by Galileo, can be
seen easily with binoculars, and orbit between 1.8 and seventeen days. The
inner two, Io and Europa, are about the size and density of Earth’s Moon,
while the outer two, Ganymede and Callisto, are larger than Mercury,
Ganymede by 8 percent, making it the biggest satellite in the Solar System.
Their densities progressively decline away from Jupiter, showing the inner
ones to be more rocky, the outer more icy, the
satellite system a small-scale analogue to the
Sun’s planetary system. Surface ages become
progressively greater too.

The Voyager 2 flyby spacecraft captured this beguiling image of
Saturn in 1981 from a distance of only 21 million kilometers.
While delicate ammonia cloud belts stripe the planet, the eye is
far more drawn to the magnificent rings that are double the
planetary diameter across and that are split in two by the
Cassini Division (in which the pieces of rubble that make the
rings have been cast out by the gravity of Saturnian satellites).
Note the shadow cast by Saturn on its rings and that cast by
the rings onto Saturn. Three of Saturn’s satellites appear at left.
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The innermost, Io, may be the weirdest body in the Solar System. The
orbital periods of Ganymede, Europa, and Io are in the ratio 4:2:1, which pro-
duces gravitational “resonances” in which the gravitational forces acting on
one satellite by another are greatly enhanced. As a result, Io’s orbit is slightly,
but continuously, changed, which in turn shifts the satellite and changes the
force of the giant tides raised in it by Jupiter. The varying tides heat Io and
make it the most volcanic body we know, and active even as we watch.
Numerous volcanoes spew sulphur-laden sili-
cates high into space and over the surface
rock, giving it a bright yellow-orange color.
Io orbits well inside Jupiter’s powerful
magnetosphere, causing an electrical
current to run between the two bodies
and creating strong radio bursts.

Europa is the smoothest body
known in the Solar System. While
covered with streaks, there are few
craters, showing that it too is geologi-
cally active. Like Io, made mostly of
rock, Europa seems to be covered with
a deep warm water ocean topped by ice
that “rafts,” as seen on Earth on a frozen
lake. It is considered to be one of
the few places that life might thrive.
With less heating activity,
Ganymede has an older surface
also covered with ice, and seems
to have an iron core vaguely similar to Earth’s. Far out, Callisto has an ancient
icy, heavily cratered surface that (like our Moon) holds the record of the heavy
bombardment.

Four tiny Moons orbit closer than Io, while two sets of four more orbit far
beyond Callisto, one set of which orbits backwards. These may be captured
asteroids. There are dozens more tiny moons. The better the observations,
the more little satellites we find.

Saturn’s satellite system, while as extensive, is quite different. The moons
are dominated by Titan, which is about as big as Ganymede and is easily
seen in a small telescope. Taking sixteen days to orbit, Titan is the only satel-
lite with a thick atmosphere, 1.5 times the pressure of Earth’s, and made
mostly of nitrogen. A thick smog created by sunlight acting on hydrocarbons
(which include methane and ethane) completely obscures the surface.

The rest of the satellites make a veritable zoo. The dominant construction
material is water ice. Among the traditionally named satellites, seventh out-
ward (Titan is fifteenth) Mimas (only 400 km wide) is heavily cratered. Next
out, 500-km-wide Enceladus is icy and perhaps geologically active, sixteenth
out (300 km wide) Hyperion is highly irregular in shape, while seventeenth
out (1,500 km across) Iapetus is a two-faced (one light, one dark) ice-ball:
and these represent just the start. Like Jupiter, the planet has dozens more
tiny moons.

Jupiter’s innermost large satellite Io, covered
with active sulfur-laden volcanoes, is one of the
strangest—and most dangerous—places in the
planetary system (Galileo Orbiter image).
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Rings

Saturn’s rings, easily seen in a small telescope, are so well known as to be
symbolic of the entire Solar System. Three separate rings are seen from Earth,
their outer diameter nearly 300,000 km, 2.3 times Saturn’s width. The outer two
(A and B) are separated by a dark band called the Cassini Division after the
astronomer who, in 1659, identified the rings for what they are. On the inside is
the delicate “C” or “crepe” ring. More diffuse rings lie farther away, stretching to
a diameter of nearly a million kilometers.

The rings are not solid, but rotate around the planet in accord with Kepler’s
laws. While they throw their shadow onto the planet, they are partially trans-
parent. Saturn’s rings share the planet’s 27º obliquity to the ecliptic. Twice
each Saturnian year of twenty-nine Earth-years, the rings are seen edge on
and disappear, revealing their extreme thinness. Although a third of a million
kilometers across, they are at most only a few hundred meters thick.

Earth-based and spacecraft observations show that the rings are made of
countless small pieces of ice or ice-coated rock that range in size from a cen-
timeter or so to perhaps a few meters. The rings are so reflective that when
seen in their most-open state, they are as bright as the planet. Though the
ring particles are all in independent orbit about the planet, they are trapped. If
one escapes as the result of a collision, it orbits out of the ring system, and
when it crosses the rings again, it hits another particle and is brought back to
the fold.

Spacecraft observations show myriad fine rings. Some, including the Cassini
division, must be caused by orbital resonances (like those that affect Io) that
eject ring particles, while others may result from embedded moonlets. The
dynamics of the rings remain uncertain. They may have their origin in a
smashed and ground-up moon, but no one knows for sure.

Shrouded in mystery, the surface of Saturn’s
largest moon, Titan, is largely hidden by a thick
atmospheric blanket of hydrocarbon-soaked
nitrogen. Infrared images made with the Hubble
Space Telescope punch through the haze to
reveal surface features of an unknown nature.
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Saturn is not alone in having rings. All four of the large planets possess
them. Jupiter has a small dark ring system that was discovered by the
Voyager craft and that seems to be a way-station for dust particles broken off
the inner satellites.

Jupiter and Saturn represent the pinnacle of the Sun’s system. Far beyond
them lies mystery that we have yet to probe in depth.

A high contrast false-colored close-up
of Saturn’s rings taken by the Voyager
2 spacecraft shows that they consist of
huge numbers of individual ringlets.
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1. Look at Jupiter with binoculars. Note the Moons and watch them night-to-
night as they change their positions.

2. Why is Saturn so large for its mass, almost the size of Jupiter?

3. Note the ways in which the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn make small
solar systems in their own right.

Levy, David H. Impact Jupiter: The Crash of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.
Perseus Books, 1995.

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Fischer, Daniel. Mission Jupiter: The Spectacular Journey of the Galileo
Spacecraft. New York: Copernicus Books, 2001.

Morrison, David, and Tobias Owen. The Planetary System. 3rd ed. Addison-
Wesley, 2002.

1. General planetary science —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets

2. General planetary science —
http://wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/USGSFlag/Space/wall

3. General planetary science — http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets

4. The Galileo mission to Jupiter — http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/index.html

5. The Cassini mission to Saturn — http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm

Other Books of Interest
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Ellis Miner’s Uranus: The
Planet, Rings, and Satellites.

Consider this . . .

1. Thinking from the progression of the terrestrial planets, how might Uranus
and Neptune differ from Jupiter and Saturn?

2. What exactly is Pluto, anyway? A planet or not?

3. What would it be like to live at the end of the planetary system?

Introduction

Far far away lie dim blue-green Uranus and Neptune, close twins with the
distinct exception of their axial tilts, which makes them different in spite of
their other similarities. Two of the three “modern” planets, visited by but one
spacecraft, they remain mysterious, the view from Earth poor at best. Farther
out lies contentious Pluto. Planet or not? No matter, as this smallest “planet”
(should you wish to include it) is unique, as it belongs to two “worlds” and is a
transition body between the junk of the Solar System and the larger bodies
that we all recognize as true planets.

Lecture 12:
Distant Outposts:

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto

Blue-Green Worlds

Uranus and Neptune, both discovered in modern times, share as much
between them as do Jupiter and Saturn. About the same size and mass (about
four Earth diameters, fifteen Earth masses), they also share similar colors and
chemical compositions and have somewhat similar winds, magnetic fields, and
rotation periods. These qualities differ notably from those of Jupiter and Saturn,
making Uranus and Neptune not just cut-down Jovians, but their own “worlds.”
Like the terrestrials and the two big Jovians, however, the pair also show great
individuality within the “group.”

The bulk properties of the two “Uranian” planets are evident from their small
sizes. Reduce Jupiter to Saturn’s mass while maintaining the same chem-
istry, and the lowered gravity puffs it back up to Saturn’s dimension, yielding
much lower density. Now cut hydrogen-rich Saturn down to the Uranian
mass, and the yet-lower gravity would puff it back up again to a diameter not
much different than Saturn’s. The Uranians, however, are only 40 percent
Saturn’s size and have densities similar to Jupiter, which tells us that the
hydrogen-helium abundance is much lower (15 percent instead of 90 percent)
and that the two planets are made of much denser materials that would
include “rock” and “ice” made of water, methane, and ammonia. In a broad
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sense, Uranus and Neptune fall between Earth and Jupiter, an odd circum-
stance given their placement at opposite ends of the planetary system.

The Voyager 2 spacecraft visited Uranus in 1986, Neptune in 1989, and pro-
vided most of what we know about them.

The Tilted Planet

A diameter of 51,100 km (4.01 times that of Earth) and a mass of 14.5 Earths
give Uranus a mean density of 1.3 grams per cubic centimeter, not far above
that of water. Like the Jovians, we see no solid surface, but a thick cloud haze,
one made not of ammonia but of methane, a molecule that absorbs red light,
leaving the planet a pleasant blue-green color. Uranus rotates in seventeen
hours, fourteen minutes, longer than the Jupiter-Saturn rotations. Unlike Jupiter,
there is little in the way of distinct cloud belts.

The most distinguishing feature of the planet is its rotation. While the
axes of most of the planets are more or less perpendicular to their orbital
planes (even that of Venus, which simply rotates in the backward direction),
Uranus is tipped almost perfectly on its side. Its axial tilt is actually ninety-
eight degrees, causing the north pole to tilt slightly downward, technically
making Uranus rotate “backwards” too. The result is the most extreme sea-
sons of the Solar System, as first one pole points nearly at the Sun, then the
other, during the eighty-four-year orbital period. Uranus’s “tropics” are at
eighty-two degrees latitude, its arctic and antarctic circles at eight degrees
north and south latitude. An early collision may have been responsible.

During the time of the Voyager flyby, Uranus’s south pole pointed nearly at
the Sun. Images revealed a bland “surface” with almost no cloud activity or
belts at all. While there are no spacecraft to view the planet, it is close
enough for decent examination with the Hubble Space Telescope. As the
planet orbits and the Sun moves (from Uranus’s perspective) more to over-
head at the equator, cloud activity is picking up. We will see what happens
when the Sun is nearly overhead at the north pole around the year 2030.

While Jupiter’s and Saturn’s equatorial winds blow in the direction of rota-
tion, Uranus’s blow backwards at
speeds of a few hundred kilometers per
hour. No one knows why.

Odder still is the magnetic field.
Magnetic fields produced by rotating
planets and even stars are commonly
tilted relative to their rotation axes, the
Earth’s by about ten degrees. Uranus’s
magnetic tilt is a remarkable fifty-nine
degrees. Moreover, the magnetic axis

Uranus presented a nearly smooth, blue-green
methane haze to the Voyager 2 spacecraft. Only
with great enhancement can any clouds be seen.
The south pole is pointing nearly at the observer.
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goes nowhere near the center of the planet, but is situated about a third of the
way out. Again, no one knows why.

Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune produce considerable amounts of heat on their
own. Not Uranus. The 57º Kelvin temperature at the “surface” is that expect-
ed from solar heating. This too is a mystery.

The Stormy Marble

Distances in the outer Solar System are immense and underappreciated. At
their closest, when Uranus is in conjunction with Neptune (which took place
in 1990), the two are still 10.9 AU apart, twice as far as Jupiter is from the
Sun! From Uranus, Neptune would appear as a fifth magnitude dot not much
brighter than Uranus is from here.

While Neptune’s diameter, 49,500 km (30,800 miles), is slightly smaller than
Uranus’s, its mass is higher (17.1 Earths). The resulting average density of
1.6 grams per cubic centimeter is slightly higher than Uranus’s, and creates a
progression of increasing density outward from Saturn (which is at the bottom
of the density well).

Neptune’s axial tilt of thirty degrees is more normal than Uranus’s, while the
rotation period is a bit shorter, sixteen hours, seven minutes. Methane and
unidentified compounds give the planet a deep blue color. We also see cloud
belts and dark “storms” that do not last like Jupiter’s Great Red Spot. As on
Uranus, equatorial winds blow against the rotation direction, but they are
much faster, up to 1,200 km/hr. While the magnetic field is a bit weaker than
Uranus’s, it too is highly tilted and even more offset. In one curious sense,
Neptune behaves more like Jupiter and Saturn, as it emits twice as much
energy as it gets from the Sun.

More Moons and Rings

While Uranus has nearly two-dozen known moons, none are of planetary size
like those of Jupiter and Saturn. Uranus’s “big five” (Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel,
Titania, and Oberon) average about 1,000 km across and are made of roughly

half ice and half rock. Oberon and
Umbriel have ancient cratered surfaces.
In contrast, the other three show signs
of activity, the smallest (Miranda) very
much so, the satellite displaying weird
fractured and grooved terrain.

Neptune’s satellite family is much
smaller. While most of the dozen or so
moons are quite small, one, Triton

Unlike Uranus, Neptune presented Voyager 2
with cloud belts and a dramatic oval storm system,
the lovely blue color coming from a methane and
complex-chemical haze. Above the “Great Dark
Spot” are white high-altitude “cirrus” clouds.
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(2,700 km across), begins to approach the sizes of the other big Solar System
satellites. Constructed of about 25 percent ice (the rest rock, making Saturn’s
moons the iciest in the Solar System), Triton has an active surface with “ice
volcanoes,” and a light atmosphere about 1/100,000 the surface pressure of
Earth’s and consisting mostly of nitrogen. The satellite’s oddest feature is that
it orbits Neptune every six days backwards, strongly suggesting that it is a
captured body. Triton (along with Pluto) is the coldest body in the planetary
system, the temperature a mere thirty-eight or so degrees Kelvin.

Both planets are encircled with narrow rings reminiscent of Jupiter’s that are
most likely “way stations” for particles kicked off the satellites by collisions.
Uranus’s are extremely dark, while Neptune’s are in the form of incomplete arcs.

And Finally . . . Pluto

Pluto simply does not fit in with the other planets. While the average dis-
tance is 40 AU, a very eccentric orbit takes it from just inside Neptune’s to 50
AU, and the high tilt of seventeen degrees takes it well off the ecliptic plane.
It is also resonantly locked onto Neptune, which goes around the Sun exactly
three times for every two Pluto orbits.

Pluto (a mere 2,300 km across, its mass but 0.2 percent of Earth’s) has one
Moon, Charon, which is about half Pluto’s diameter,
making the system more a “double planet” than
even the Earth and Moon. The two orbit every six
days in full synchronous rotation, each keeping one
face pointed toward the other. Moreover, they orbit
and rotate backwards, the axes tilted through 122
degrees. Like Earth’s Moon, Charon may have
been created through collision.

Dusty rings surround Uranus. Unlike
Saturn’s, they are narrow, dark, and
difficult to see.

The Hubble Space Telescope can resolve both Pluto and its
moon Charon. The bright patches may be frost deposits of some
sort, but no one really knows.
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Pluto is the only planet that we have not yet visited. Masses can be deter-
mined by Hubble observations of the Pluto-Charon orbit. Bright features can
be resolved as well. Pluto is very similar to Triton, even to having a thin
atmosphere, which can freeze onto the ground in a nitrogen snow. Neptune
has therefore caught two bodies, Triton and Pluto, that are very much alike.

Pluto’s oddness suggests that it is not a planet at all, but tradition seems to
rule. In fact, it seems to be some kind of transition object—as is Triton—
between the larger planets and the huge family of comets that inhabit the
fringes outside of Pluto’s orbit within the “Kuiper Belt,” to which we turn next,
along with the rest of the debris of the Solar System.

LIFE AT THE END OF THE
SOLAR SYSTEM

Travel to the end of our planetary system,
where we stare out into the vast depths of
interstellar space. The trip alone is daunting.
It took Voyager 2 a dozen years to make the
journey to Neptune. Finally, you arrive on
this dim, cold world at a time when it is at its
average distance from the Sun, 40 AU. Put
on your pressure suit and climb out of your
craft. A strange Sun appearing only as a bright star shines out of a black sky.
A huge, dim, quarter moon more than 3 degrees across hangs over the hori-
zon. Crunching across a nitrogen snow frozen to only a few tens of degrees
above absolute zero, you arrive at your cabin, where you can finally breathe
oxygen without your spacesuit.

Time to call Earth. Pick up the phone and start talking. No one answers.
You chat for an hour and a half, telling the mission commanders and your
family what life is like six billion kilometers from home. You hang up. Your
“Hello, I’m fine” has just reached the orbit of Neptune! It will arrive at Earth
five hours after you began speaking. Six or seven hours after that, your
phone rings. Gaze outward into space, away from the Sun. There are no
planets going through their familiar oppositions. Look toward the Sun. All
planets are inferior. With luck you might glimpse Jupiter at greatest elonga-
tion a mere seven degrees from the daylight star. Earth is almost lost. In your
loneliness, you pull out your telescope for a glimpse of home. There it is, a
fragile blue dot against the frigid sky. It’s going to be a long year. (Adapted
from James B. Kaler’s Astronomy! A Brief Edition, Reading, MA, Addison-
Wesley Longman, 1997.)

An image of distant Earth from Voyager
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1. Examine the progression of properties of the large four planets in terms of
their distances from the Sun.

2. What argument reveals Uranus and Neptune to be made out of materials
heavier than are found in Jupiter and Saturn?

3. What makes Pluto so odd, and why would some exclude it from
planetary status?

Miner, Ellis. Uranus: The Planet, Rings, and Satellites. New York: Wiley, 1998.

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Littman, Mark. Planets Beyond: Discovering the Outer Solar System. 2nd ed.
New York: Wiley, 1989.

Morrison, David, and Tobias Owen. The Planetary System. 3rd ed. Addison-
Wesley, 2002.

1. General planetary science —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets

2. General planetary science —
http://wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/USGSFlag/Space/wall

3. General planetary science — http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets

4. Pluto — http://www.lowell.edu/users/buie/pluto/pluto.html

5. Pluto — http://dosxx.colorado.edu/plutohome.html
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is David H. Levy’s The Quest
for Comets.

Consider this . . .

1. How do comets differ from meteors?

2. And how do they differ from asteroids?

3. What role do asteroids and comets play in the Solar System, and can they
be dangerous?

Introduction

The planets are hardly alone. The Solar System is not synonymous with the
Planetary System, but is much vaster, as it also contains the leftovers of
planetary formation, the comets and asteroids, which are seen by us in space
and also witnessed much more directly as meteors and meteorites, the last of
these providing the age of the Solar System and direct clues for how it came
to be.

Lecture 13:
Leftovers of Creation:

Comets, Asteroids, and Meteors

Great Hairy Beasts

A comet (from the Latin word for “hair”) consists of a diffuse “head,” in which
is buried a bright nucleus (that the head sometimes hides). Streaming from
the head is a tail, sometimes short, sometimes stretching across the sky.
Closer observation reveals TWO tails, one straight, the other gracefully
curved. To the superstitious, comets were long thought to be bringers of
doom and destruction.

Comets are commonly confused with meteors. The latter are atmospheric,
and streak quickly across the sky, whereas comets are interplanetary bodies
that take their time in orbit, moving slightly from night to night rather like plan-
ets. Unlike planets, comets move along highly elongated orbits that can take
them far beyond the confines of the planetary system, where they spend
most of their time.

The business end of a comet is very small, usually only a few or a few tens of
kilometers across. The standard model is that of a dirty snowball. As the
comet approaches the Sun, sunlight heats and melts the ice, which turns to a
gas that sunlight partially ionizes and causes to glow. The flow of particles
from the Sun—the solar wind—blows the ionized gas backward to form a
straight blue “gas” or “ion tail” that consists of hydrogen and a high content of
carbon-based molecules. As the ice evaporates, embedded dust and fragile
rocks are released. The dust is blown backward by the pressure of sunlight,
but the dust has significant mass and tries to follow the orbit. Small grains
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GREAT COMETS

Many are the memorable comets. Of them all, Halley’s tops the list. It was
not discovered by Edmund Halley, but predicted to return by him after apply-
ing Newton’s generalizations of Kepler’s Laws to find a repeating comet
(one observed for over two thousand years). Below is a short list, in which
“q” is the perihelion distance, “e” is the eccentricity (from 0 for a circle to 1
for an open-ended parabola), “i” is the tilt of the orbit to the ecliptic plane,
and “P” the period in years.

Biela 1772 0.86 0.76 13 6.6 Vanished after 1851
Encke 1786 0.34 0.85 12 3.3 Shortest period
Giacobini-Zinner 1900 1.03 0.71 32 6.6 Draconid meteor

storm
Halley’s ... 0.59 0.97 162 76.0 Brightest
Switt-Tuttle 1862 0.96 0.96 113 135.0 Origin of Perseids
Temple-Tuttle 1865 0.98 0.91 162 33.0 Leonid meteor

storm

DeCheseaux’s 1744 . . . Six dust tails
Donati’s 1858 0.58 0.996 117 . . .
Morehouse 1908 0.95 near 1 140 . . . Very dusty
Great January 1910 . . . Rivalled Halley’s
Arend-Roland 1956 0.32 near 1 120 . . . Sunward spike
Ikeya-Seki 1965 0.008 near 1 142 800.0 “Sungrazer”
Bennett 1970 0.54 0.996 90 . . .
West 1976 0.20 near 1 43 . . . Nucleus broke into

four pieces
Hale-Bopp 1995 0.91 0.995 89 2,400.0 Very bright
Hyakutake 1996 0.23 near 1 125 14,000.0 Close to Earth

SHORT-PERIOD

Name Found q(AU) e iº P (yrs) Characteristic

LONG-PERIOD

Name Found q(AU) e iº P (yrs) Characteristic
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reflecting sunlight then form a curved “dust tail.” The closer the comet is to the
Sun, the longer the tail. While nearly massless, the tail can appear spectacu-
lar, and can stretch for over an astronomical unit.

Comets are commonly named after their discoverers with a year and number
that denotes the time of perihelion passage.

Comets can broadly be divided into “short period” (under two hundred years)
and “long period.” Short-period comets tend to move in the ecliptic plane in the
direction of planetary movement, while long-period comets come in from all over.
Short-period comets therefore have their homes in a thick disk just outside the
orbit of Neptune called the Kuiper Belt, where there must be millions of them.
Hundreds have been observed out to 45 to 50 AU, the largest (excluding Pluto)
about the size of Pluto’s Moon.

About a third of the Kuiper Belt Objects are like Pluto, and are locked in res-
onant embrace with Neptune (which goes around the Sun thrice for each time
the small bodies go around twice). Pluto therefore seems to be the largest
member of the Kuiper Belt. It is not a comet, however, but an evolved body,
perhaps a planetary core that failed to make it as a larger planet. Triton is
likely to be one as well, but was captured by Neptune as its largest moon.

The reservoir for the long-period comets is a huge volume centered on the
Sun tens of thousands of AU across called the Oort Cloud, where there must
be trillions of them. Passing stars and interstellar gas clouds, as well as tides
raised by the Galaxy, occasionally disturb some and send them plunging
toward the Sun. Though great in number, their total bulk would equal but a
few Earths.

Comets “melt away” under the blast of sunlight, and eventually disintegrate
or disappear altogether. Imaging of comets by spacecraft show that they are
fragile and exceedingly dark.

Asteroids

Largely between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter lies a thick belt that contains
small bodies called asteroids. The first one discovered (in 1801), Ceres, has
about a quarter the diameter of the
Moon. Tens of thousands have
been found, and there must be bil-
lions grading down to tiny rocks.
Only one, Vesta, is visible to the
naked eye. As many as there are,

On its way to Jupiter, the Galileo spacecraft
passed through the asteroid belt and caught
a fine picture of Gaspra, a rocky asteroid
nineteen kilometers long by twelve kilometers
wide. Its irregular shape and large numbers
of impact craters show that it has suffered
through great violence, and that it was
probably once part of a larger body
shattered in a collision.
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they do not come close to summing to the mass of the Earth. Nor is the
asteroid belt dangerous, as the bodies are too far apart: we have sent six
spacecraft through it with nary a ding.

The larger asteroids carry names and numbers that indicate order of discov-
ery (1 Ceres, for example).

Asteroids are much more solid than the fragile icy comets, and come in two
broad flavors, rocky and metallic (iron and nickel), though there are a few in
between. Asteroids collide and fracture to produce “families” with similar
members. It appears that many of the larger ones were “differentiated” like
the Earth, giving them iron cores and silicate mantles. Collisions broke the
mantles and released shattered cores, resulting in the two different kinds
(the in-betweeners coming from the core-mantle boundaries). Other families
are named for their orbits, the “Trojans” sharing Jupiter’s orbit (but sixty
degrees ahead of and behind the planet), the “Apollos” crossing Earth’s
orbit, and so on.

Meteors

Meteors streak quickly across the sky and are gone in a few seconds or
less. They are rocks from space that hit the Earth’s atmosphere at orbital
speeds. Moving far faster than the speed of sound in the air, they burn up,
leaving a trail of hot glowing air behind them at altitudes of 100 km or so.
While asteroids that hit the Earth’s atmosphere make meteors, the vast
majority are created by the dust and rocks flaked from comets.

Most “meteoroids,” the particles that make meteors, are not much more
than the size of a pea or grains of sand. The energy is released by their high
speeds, not their masses. Large boulders make brilliant “fireball meteors” that
can be seen over tracks thousands of miles long.

The best time to see meteors is during the morning hours when you are fac-
ing in the direction of the Earth’s orbital revolution. At night, the meteoroids
have to catch up with the Earth, and are slower, cooler, and redder. In the
morning, the Earth sweeps them up, making them far more numerous, and
faster and whiter.

If the Earth comes close
to the orbit of a comet, it
will hit a greater amount
of cometary debris, creat-
ing a “meteor shower.”

The 1996 Leonid meteor storm
was caused by vast numbers of
small rocky meteoroids from
Comet Temple-Tuttle. The storm
comes back every thirty-three or
so years, though some returns
are skipped when the concentra-
tion of cometary debris misses
the Earth.
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Though the meteoroids move on parallel tracks, they seem to diverge from a
point because of perspective. Showers are named after the constellation from
which they seem to emerge. The most famed is the Perseid shower of August
12, which produces more than a meteor a minute, the greatest the Leonids of
November 17, which have been known to send us 100,000 an hour, creating a
“meteor storm.” Meteoroids fan out from the comet’s orbit to make the random
sporadic meteors that are seen on any clear night.

Meteorites

Meteorites are rocks from space that are big and tough enough to survive
passage through the Earth’s atmosphere and land on the ground. They are
found all over the world, and range in size from small grains to huge pieces
that are meters across.

Meteor showers never produce meteorites. Meteorites are thus believed to
come from the asteroid belt, and are in fact small asteroids (the few excep-
tions being pieces knocked off the Moon and Mars). The culprit is Jupiter,
which perturbs asteroidal orbits and sends some into the inner Solar System,
where, orbiting the Sun, they hit us.

There are two broad kinds of meteorites. About 95 percent are stones dis-
tinctly different from Earth rocks. The remainder are metallic, made of 90 per-
cent iron, 10 percent nickel. Three-quarters of the stones are “chondrites,”
made of spherical bits of once-molten rock called “chondrules.” Roughly 5
percent of these are fragile “carbonaceous chondrites” that are rich in carbon.
The different meteorites must reflect the different kinds of asteroids. That
some are nearly pure iron is strong support that the cores of the terrestrial

PROMINENT METEOR SHOWERS

The list below is selected from about one hundred known annual showers. The date is
just for the peak: Most showers can be seen for many days on either side. Many are
associated with known comets. The usually quiet Leonids can become a “meteor
storm” every thirty-three or so years. The Quadrantids are named for a defunct constel-
lation, Quadrans, the Quadrant, near the Big Dipper.

Name Dates Hourly Rate Comet

Quadrantids January 4 100 Unknown

Lyrids April 20 10 1861 I

Eta Aquarids May 5 30 Halley

N. Delta Aquarids July 29 15 Unknown

Alpha Capricornids August 1 10 Unknown

Perseids August 12 80 Swift-Tuttle

S. Delta Aquarids August 13 10 Unknown

Orionids October 21 20 Halley

Leonids November 17 10 1866 I

Geminids December 13 80 Phaethon
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planets are iron as well. Radioactive dating shows the carbonaceous chon-
drites to be the oldest things known, just over 4.5 billion years, which allows
the dating of the origin of the Solar System. Carbonaceous chondrites contain
tiny diamonds and complex molecules, including amino acids, the foundations
of proteins.

Rare large meteorites can cause terrible damage to Earth, attested to by
numerous impact craters scattered around the globe. Some are 100 km or
more across. The dinosaurs were apparently wiped out after the collision of
a several-km-wide body with the Earth 65 million years ago. Astronomers
are in the process of tracking down the larger “potentially hazardous aster-
oids” so that we can be warned and can perhaps even do something to
protect ourselves.

The Zodiacal Light

Sounds vaguely astrological, but it’s not. Smashed asteroids and fluff
from comets fill the planetary plane. Sunlight reflected from the tiny parti-
cles appears as a band of light that lies along the Zodiac. It is brightest
near the Sun and can be seen as a luminous cone standing up from the
horizon after the end of twilight or before dawn (whence it is sometimes
called the “false dawn”). The zodiacal light is best seen when the ecliptic is
most perpendicular to the horizon, which is in northern hemisphere spring
evenings and autumn mornings. Fading quickly away from the Sun, it is
seen directly opposite the Sun as the “gegenschein,” or “counterglow.”

Above is a rocky “carbonaceous chondrite,” among the most primitive meteorites known. The “chon-
drules” that give the meteorite its name are seen as embedded circular structures. At right is an iron
that has been etched and polished to show its metallic crystal structure.
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1. What is the relation between comets and the Sun?

2. Where do meteors and meteorites come from?

3. Why might comets pose more of a threat to Earth than asteroids?

Levy, David H. The Quest for Comets. New York: Plenum, 1994.

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Morrison, David, and Tobias Owen. The Planetary System. 3rd ed. Addison-
Wesley, 2002.

Norton, Richard O. Cambridge Encyclopedia of Meteorites. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002.

Schaff, Fred. Comet of the Century. New York: Copernicus, 1997.

Verschuur, Gerrit. Impact: The Threat of Comets and Asteroids. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1996.

1. General planetary science including asteroids and comets —
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets

2. Asteroids — http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/planets/asteroidpage.html

3. Near-Earth asteroids tracking — http://neat.jpl.nasa.gov

4. Comets and meteors — http://comets.amsmeteors.org
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Symmetries

The orbits of the planets are highly ordered. All go around the Sun within a
relatively thin disk more or less centered on the ecliptic. Excluding Pluto, the
most extreme tilt from the ecliptic is only seven degrees (for Mercury), and
even Pluto’s orbit is tilted by but seventeen degrees. Moreover, all the plan-
ets orbit in the same counterclockwise direction (as viewed looking down
from the north).

Planetary distances from the Sun increase in a geometrical pattern.
Consider “Bode’s Law” (popularized by the eighteenth-century astronomer
Johannes Bode). Start with a string of the number “4,” then begin a doubling
progression that goes 0 3 6 9 and so on, add them, divide by 10, and you get
an approximation to the distances of the planets (including Ceres, the largest
asteroid) that breaks down only at Neptune and Pluto. The “law” is unex-
plained numerology, but it shows that the planetary system is far from chaot-
ic. Indeed, the “law” led to the discovery of Ceres at 2.8 AU.

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

0 3 6 12 24 48 96 192 384

Add and divide by 10:

0.4 0.7 1.0 1.6 2.8 5.2 10.0 19.6 38.8

Planetary distances in AU (plus Ceres):

0.4 0.7 1.0 1.5 2.8 5.2 9.6 19.2 30.1

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is James B. Kaler’s Cosmic Clouds.

Consider this . . .

1. Think about the amazing symmetries of the Solar System.

2. What possible scenarios might have led to the creation of the system and
the above symmetries?

3. How might the various bodies of the planetary system relate to
one another?

Introduction

The accumulated data on the Solar System provide profound information on
how the planets were created from the dust of outer space. Though the event
took place four and a half billion years ago, we can now assemble much of
the picture of their formation, and even learn some of the details. At the end,
we see that we are the children not just of Earth, and not even of the Sun,
but of the entire Solar System and beyond.

Lecture 14:
Creation
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With three exceptions (Venus, Uranus, and Pluto), the planets rotate in the
same counterclockwise direction in which they revolve, and excepting Uranus
and Pluto, the rotational axes are more or less vertical to the orbital planes,
the maximum thirty degrees for Neptune.

Planetary radii and masses depend on distance from the Sun. They start
small at Mercury, increase to the Earth, then diminish through Mars and the
asteroids. Radii and masses then jump to much larger values at Jupiter and
become progressively smaller through Pluto and the Kuiper Belt (ignoring
that Neptune is a hair more massive than Uranus). The inner planets are
rocky-metallic. The two largest are hydrogen and helium, while the outer two
are a mix.

The satellite systems of the outer planets orbit in their planets’ equatorial
planes, most in the direction of planetary rotation (the exceptions considered
captured bodies).

The small bodies of the Solar System occupy distinct zones, the asteroids
between Mars and Jupiter, the comets in the Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud.

The Sun fits as well. It rotates in the same direction as planetary rotation,
and its axis is nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic plane.

All measures point to a common age of just over 4.5 billion years.

From the left-hand star of Orion’s belt projects an amazingly beautiful bright cloud of gas mixed with
dark interstellar dust that blocks the background stars. The thickest of the dark clouds, the “Horsehead
Nebula,” is just to the right of center. The dark clouds are the birthplaces of the stars.
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Early Theories

An early theory suggested that the planets were captured by the Sun.
Another suggested that a nearby passing star tore matter from the Sun. The
matter went into solar orbit and condensed into the planets. However, the
symmetries indicate that the Sun and its family formed at the same time as a
unit. In 1755, the philosopher Immanuel Kant reasoned that the planets were
condensed from a gaseous disk that once revolved around the Sun, the idea
developing into the “Nebular Hypothesis” of Pierre Laplace, which attempted to
account for the symmetries.

Formation of the Sun and Stars

Kant and Laplace had the basic idea. The
details, however, had to wait for our own time
and for the technology that allowed us to see
how stars are formed.

While stars seem densely spattered across
the sky, they are not. Separations are tens of
millions of times the stellar diameters. The
spaces between the stars, however, are not
empty, but filled with an immensely complex
lumpy mixture of gas and dust (fine metal-
enriched grains of silicates and carbon that
have condensed from the gas) called the
“interstellar medium.” The gas is mostly
hydrogen and then helium, with but a tiny
admixture of all the other elements (very
much like the Sun). Where the medium is
thin and can be heated by starlight, it is hot.
Where it is densely packed, the dust keeps
out heating starlight, and the temperature
can drop to near absolute zero. A cold chem-
istry then builds increasingly complex mole-
cules (over one hundred, dominated by mole-
cular hydrogen), which are known from the
spectra of their radio radiation.

The cold interstellar medium is readily visible
as dark, star-obscuring dusty clouds that dot
the Milky Way (the disk of our Galaxy), the
larger ones known as “molecular clouds.”
Hotter gas is seen as bright clouds (“nebulae”)
that flock the Milky Way in and around the dust
clouds, some of them visible even to the naked
eye. Indeed, the whole Galactic disk is filled
with this thin hot gas.

Within the cold clouds, dense knots can begin
to collapse under the force of their own gravity.
As they contract, the compression of gravity
makes them heat at their centers. When the

The Hubble Space Telescope shows
a jet twelve light years long blasting
from a new, forming star at bottom. The
jet is focused by a disk that surrounds
the new star, from which the star is
still accreting matter. Planets may
then accumulate from the leftover
disk material.
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temperature hits a minimum of several mil-
lion Kelvin, thermonuclear reactions turn
hydrogen into helium with the production of
energy. The energy source stops the con-
traction, and a long-lived star is born, its
mass and future determined by the mass of
the blob from which it came. The Sun is
among them, born 4.5 billion years ago, its
birthcloud long-ago dissipated and lost.

Planet Formation

As the star is formed by contraction of a
blob in the molecular cloud, the conservation
of angular momentum makes it spin faster
(the same thing that underlies Kepler’s
Second Law and that makes a skater spin
faster when she brings in her arms). Faster
rotation makes the blob bulge at the equator,
much like the Earth, except that the process
takes it to an extreme. While there are
processes that slow the rotation, the result is
a star surrounded by a flat rotating gaseous
disk that is filled with dust from the original
cloud: Laplace’s disk, or the “solar nebula.”

Kant and Laplace had it right, except
that planetary origins lie not with the
dominant gas, but with the ubiquitous
dust. Go back to that ancient time.The lit-
tle grains, in orbit about the forming Sun,
collide and stick together. Continued gen-
tle collisions build ever-larger grains from
smaller ones, and they grow through mil-
limeter, then centimeter, then meter-size.
More collisions grow some to kilometer-
size bodies, which are now so big they are
called “planetesimals” (for “infinitesimal
planets”). The bigger ones now have
enough of a gravitational pull that they can
attract others, and the big guys grow at the
expense of the smaller ones.

The larger bodies can attract gas as well as dust, some of which can con-
dense upon them. In the inner growing Solar System, the gas is hot from the
Sun, and all that can condense is matter that boils at high temperature.
Volatile hydrogen, even water, cannot accumulate, and the inner planets
come out dry and made of heavy materials. Approaching Jupiter, however,
the disk turns much colder, and the outer planets can grow fat on hydrogen,
helium, water, and other volatiles. Jupiter has the best combination of tem-
perature and raw materials. The disk begins to thin beyond the giant planet,
however, and Saturn comes out smaller. Farther out, the disk is thin enough,

OTHER PLANETARY
SYSTEMS

Our Earth is here via natural
processes. Should other stars
not work much the same way? If
our Sun had a disk from which
to make planets, other stars
should too. And so they do. Both
ground-based telescopes and
Hubble have detected dusty
disks around numerous young
stars. It takes little imagination to
realize that the disks may be
turning into planetary systems
before our eyes. If so, there
should be planets circulating
around mature stars. And there
are. Careful observation of sun-
like stars shows a great many to
possess minute Doppler (veloci-
ty) shifts that clearly reveal
Jupiter-like bodies in orbit
around them. And where there
are Jupiters, there may well be
Earths, though these are yet
beyond our capability to find.
Other mature stars possess vast
dusty disks that seem to be the
leftover of creation akin to our
Kuiper Belt. And where there are
planets, might there not be life?
We look: for life in the dust of
Mars, for intelligent communica-
tion from other stars, and yet
find nothing. Are we alone? Or
do we need only to look harder?
Either result is profound.
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or is thinned enough by emerging sunlight, that slow-growing Uranus and
Neptune cannot accumulate all that much, and they turn out smaller and
denser. Farther yet, Pluto remains a planetary core heavy with water, but sur-
rounded by little else to accumulate. Here and beyond we find only icy plan-
etesimals that never approach planetary size in what we now call the Kuiper
Belt. Giant Jupiter plays havoc with the planetesimals between itself and
Mars, its gravity preventing a planet from growing at all. The result is the
asteroid belt, which is now grinding itself back down. Mars probably came out
small for much the same reason. The whole process probably took no more
than 100 million years, a blip on the solar time scale.

Satellite systems formed around the giant planets much as the planets
formed around the Sun.

The last collisions that formed the planets were so violent that they deposit-
ed huge amounts of heat, and the nascent bodies melted and differentiated.
The iron sank to the center, while the lighter silicates floated to the top.
Asteroid collisions subsequently released free iron to become iron meteorites.
A huge collision between Earth and a competing planet the size of Mars
formed the Moon.

A dusty disk 800 AUs across, imaged here in great detail by the Hubble Space Telescope, sur-
rounds the mature star Beta Pictoris. The warping of the inner part of the disk (bottom) suggests the
gravitational action of embedded planets. The outer part of the disk (above) is reminiscent of our
Kuiper Belt.
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As the planets cooled, accumulation of planetesimals dropped off. Yet there
were still huge numbers of them left over that included both rocky/metallic
inner bodies and icy outer bodies. Vast numbers of icy planetesimals were
thrown far away by the giant planets to populate the Oort Cloud. Both kinds
also crash into the solidifying inner planets and outer satellites, leaving
impact scars behind them. After half a billion years most of the leftovers had
been cleaned up, and the impact rate dropped off to what we see today. Icy
planetesimals that were tossed inward from the outer Solar System brought
water to the dry inner planets. But only the Earth was large enough to retain
it, where it still fills our ocean basins and provides the means to sustain life.

We still get hit, however. Planet accretion is still active even if at a very low
rate. Rocky/metallic bodies from the asteroid belt collide as meteorites. Icy
planetesimals move inward from the Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud to
appear as comets, letting us look back far into time, and reminding us of the
days of long ago when our planet was being created from the stuff of inter-
stellar space, our world a moving platform from which we can look outward to
understand the vast forces that made us US.

At the end, we are the product of it all, our blue-white Earth, third planet out from the Sun, our star, one
of billions in the Galaxy, our Galaxy one of the trillions of the Universe.
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1. Trace the formation of the Earth from interstellar space right to your
back yard.

2. Why are inner planets rocky and the outer ones “wet”? Appreciate where
the Earth’s water came from the next time you drink a glass.

3. Speculate on your own about why life is here on Earth and why or why not
it might exist elsewhere.

Kaler, James B. Cosmic Clouds. New York: Freeman, 1997.

Brush, Stephen G. Fruitful Encounters: The Origin of the Solar System and
the Moon from Chaberlin to Apollo. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

———. Nebulous Earth: The Origin of the Solar System and the Core
of Earth from Laplace to Jeffreys. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

———. Transmuted Past: The Age of Earth and the Evolution of the Elements
from Lyell to Patterson. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996.

Dick, Steven J. The Biological Universe. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

1. Graphic of Solar System formation —
http://www.star.ucl.ac.uk/~apod/solarsys/cap/misc/ssanim.htm

2. Formation of the Solar System —
http://www.ociw.edu/~mhamuy/solar_system.html

3. Extrasolar planet encyclopedia — http://www.obspm.fr/encycl/encycl.html

Other Books of Interest
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The Hubble Space Telescope assembled a picture of Mars only eleven hours
before the planet made its closest approach to Earth in over 50,000 years, at a
distance of 55,761,903 km (34,648,840 miles). Having been to the Moon, the
red planet is most likely to be our next destination.

PICTURE OF MARS
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The following six star maps present the sky, the brighter stars, and at least
one star from all of the eighty-eight formally recognized constellations. The set
leads with the north polar sky, which includes stars within forty degrees of the
North Celestial Pole. Polaris lies nearly at the center. Circling around the maps
are the months of the year. Hold the map so that the current month is upright
to see the orientation of the sky around the pole at 8:30 PM Standard Time.

The set continues with the four equally divided equatorial maps that show the
stars within sixty degrees of the celestial equator. The months of the year are
given across the top and bottom of each map. If you are in the northern hemi-
sphere, to see the sky at 8:30 PM, hold the maps to the south with the month
aligned to the south. (If in the southern hemisphere, tip the maps upside
down.) The sixth map shows the stars of the south polar sky, centered on the
South Celestial Pole.

The apparent path of the Sun, the “ecliptic,” tilted by 23.4 degrees to the
celestial equator, runs through the four equatorial maps. It crosses the equa-
tor at the Vernal Equinox in Pisces (Map 2) and the Autumnal Equinox in
Virgo (Map 4), is at its extreme northerly reach at the Summer Solstice in
Gemini (Map 2) and is at the extreme southerly reach at the Winter Solstice
in Sagittarius.

The background grid gives coordinates for positioning the stars. Running
north and south of the equator, given in degrees, is “declination,” which is the
celestial analogue to latitude. The declination of the celestial equator is zero
degrees, while that of the North and South Celestial Poles is ninety degrees
north and south. The analogue of longitude, called “Right Ascension,” begins
at the Vernal Equinox (where the Sun crosses the celestial equator on its way
north), and is measured to the east in “hours,” where each hour corresponds
to fifteen degrees. Right ascensions are given around the peripheries of the
polar maps, and along the equator on the equatorial maps. For each hour past
8:30 PM, rotate the polar maps, and shift the equatorial maps, by one hour
such as to increase the numbers.

Colors (which are nowhere near as vivid as presented here) are shown for
the brighter stars. Running through all the maps is the Milky Way, the broad
band that is caused by the combined light of the stars in the disk of our
Galaxy. The yellow line going through the center of the Milky Way is the
Galactic equator, the centerline of the disk that forms a basis for “Galactic
coordinates.” Included in the southern map are the two “Magellanic Clouds,”
which are small companion galaxies to our home Galaxy. The red dotted lines
show the paths of the North and South Celestial Poles as precession (the
twenty-six-thousand-year wobble of the Earth’s axis) takes them against the
stellar background.

Star Maps: An Introduction
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Star Map 1:
The North Polar Constellations
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Star Map 2:
The Constellations of Northern Autumn, Southern Spring
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Star Map 3:
The Constellations of Northern Winter, Southern Summer
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Star Map 4:
The Constellations of Northern Spring, Southern Autumn
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Star Map 5:
The Constellations of Northern Summer, Southern Winter
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Star Map 6:
The South Polar Constellations
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At one glance, we look through our planet’s atmosphere, glowing with the electrical aurora, past a
primitive comet, one of the leftovers of planetary creation, and to the distant stars, where we all
ultimately came from.
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You’ll get the most out of this course if you have the following book:

Kaler, James B. The Ever-Changing Sky. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002.

Suggested Readings

Beatty, J. Kelly, Carolyn Collins Petersen, and Andrew Chaikin, eds. The
New Solar System. 4th ed. Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Ferris, Timothy. Galaxies. New York: Random House, 1988.

Kaler, James B. “Beyond the Rainbow.” Astronomy. September 2000, p. 38.

———. Cosmic Clouds. New York: Freeman, 1997.

Krupp, E.C. Beyond the Blue Horizon: Myths and Legends of the Sun, Moon,
Stars, and Planets. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992.

Kuhn, Thomas. The Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the
Development of Western Thought. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1992.

Levy, David H. Impact Jupiter: The Crash of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.
Perseus Books, 1995.

———. The Quest for Comets. New York: Plenum, 1994.

Miner, Ellis. Uranus: The Planet, Rings, and Satellites. New York: Wiley, 1998.

Morrison, Philip, Phyllis Morrison, and the Office of Charles and Ray
Eames, eds. Powers of Ten: A Book About the Relative Size of Things in
the Universe and the Effect of Adding Another Zero. New York:
Freeman, 1985.

Wheeler, John A. A Journey into Gravity and Spacetime. New York:
W.H. Freeman, 1999.

Other Books of Interest:

Allen, Richard H. Star Names: Their Lore and Meaning. New York: Dover
Publications, 1963.

Berry, Arthur. A Short History of Astronomy. New York: Dover, 1961.

Boyce, Joseph M. The Smithsonian Book of Mars. Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002.

Brush, S.G. Fruitful Encounters: The Origin of the Solar System and the
Moon from Chaberlin to Apollo. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

———. Nebulous Earth: The Origin of the Solar System and the Core
of Earth from Laplace to Jeffreys. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

———. Transmuted Past: The Age of Earth and the Evolution of the Elements
from Lyell to Patterson. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996.

COURSE MATERIALS
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Other Books of Interest (continued):

Close, Frank, Michael Marten, and Christine Sutton. The Particle Explosion.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1987.

Cox, John. Cambridge Pocket Star Atlas. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

Dick, S.J. The Biological Universe. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996.

Ferris, Timothy. The Whole Shebang: A State-of-the-Universe(s) Report.
New York, Simon & Schuster, 1998.

Fischer, D. Mission Jupiter: The Spectacular Journey of the Galileo
Spacecraft. New York: Copernicus Books, 2001.

Harrington, Philip S. Eclipse! New York: Wiley, 1997.

Hawking, Stephen. The Universe in a Nutshell. New York: Bantam, 2001.
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